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The News Has Been

A

ConstructiveBooster for
Holland Since 1872

VOLUME

98

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

— NUMBER 19

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, 49423 THURSDAY, MAY

Park Township
Water Hearing
Slated May 13
Estimated cost of laying water lines in Park township under
the proposed Park Township
Water Supply Special Assessment district will run $500 to
$600 per benefit, Park Township Supervisor Herman Windemuller said today in answer to

many

calls.

8,

1969

mw

u

that a public hearing scheduled

May

13 is called for the

purpose

of consideringthe water pro-

gram as a

whole, and not spe-

m

cifically for individual objections.

He said deletions and ad-

ditions could be

made

hearing.

Preview of

TulipTime

presented tulip bulbs and bou- gram.

the City of Chicago,
hnd Klompen dancers staged a
quets to

Windemullersaid estimated

city of Holland.
A letter from the negotiating
committee
Holland Fire
Fighters local 759 thanked Council and the personnel officers
for consideration given requests
made by the local in a letter

of

period.

was Tulip Time on
Chicago Skyway Monday.
Windemuller said the source
Mrs. Betty Dick, a director of water, whether Wyoming City
of Tulip Time Festival, Inc., or Holland City, will have no
Holland, Michigan, officially bearing on the assessmentproIt

With no objections submitted land’s factor was reduced
at the public hearing, City 1.17, and possibly to 1.06.
Council W ednesday night apThe Allegan situationmust be
proved an all-time high city resolved before Holland can
Dudget for 1969 - 70 calling for send out summer tax bills.
a total tax levy of $1,624,634.47, Cunninghamexpressedthe hope
up $108,725.84from last year’s that this could be done in a
levy of $1,515,908.63.
month. Holland has not been
There were no changes from faced with any similar situafigures submitted at the April tion in the past, Cunningham

This affects all employes except those presently engaged in
collective bargaining with the
Board of Public Works and the

10-year

benefit unless the owners dethe cide to connect to same.

Man Dies

ules.

at the meeting.

Properties not included in the
district,even though a water
main may go down the street in
order to service another section will not be assessed for a

No Objections

In

Crash

JohnT. Droz, 20,
Killed Instantly

Near Big Rapids

BIG RAPIDS

-

A

Douglas

resident was kijled in a one

In considering budget

.

pas- car accident in Mecosta town-

across - the - board one-step in- sage, Councilman Robert Dyk- ship at 1:30 a.m. Sunday. Two
crease amounting to approxi- stra asked how many persons others were injured.
mately 5 per cent in pay sched- had called at the clerk’s office
John T. Droz, 20, of 456 Blue

Plans call for assessing water

Chicago Sees

Douglas

23 meeting. In
employes will be given an

after the

improvementsover a

Budget Passed,

general, city said.

The term “benefit” generally
He said, however, that permeans one house. If the property is large enough for several sons objecting to certain blocks
houses, the estimated cost is or certain areas included in the
multiplied by the number of advertised notices may submit
lots. Determination is not by petitions bearing names, addresses and property descriptions.
front footage.
Individualobjections may be
Windemuller also emphasized

made

I.

TIGHT SQUE£ZE— Hollond police reported

pulled out to

Schulz, 120th

the driver of this station wagon, Roy

make a

turn off

M-2! on

to

Ave. Both vehicles were going west on

Grand Rapids, escaped serious injury M-21. Police said Schulz received minor
8:30 a.m. today when this semi driven bruises but did not require hospital treat-

43, of
at

by Richard Clyde Lutz, 57, of Vassar,

Mich.

Township

cost of connecting lines also will

was

killed in-

car

south on U.S.-131, 500

going

feet

south of Pierce St., near here,

rolled over, pinning

West Ottawa
Sets School

VoteJune9

An announced two weeks ago,
the budget calls for a tax rate
of $16.69 per $1,000 state equalWest Ottawa school district
ized valuation, about 11 cents
will hold its annual election
less than the $16.80 levied last
June 9 to elect two members to
year.
the Board of Educationfor fourBut developments in Allegan
year terms and to vote on an
county where 12 governmental
operating millage issue to be
units are appealing action of the
determined by the board.
Allegan Board of Supervisors in
Terms of Louis Van Slooten
rejecting the report of the
equalization committee are ex- and James Corwin expire this
Several persons appeared in pected to affect local taxes and year. Candidates may obtain
Holland DistrictCourt on a varmay delay issuing tax bills if nominating petitions from the
iety of charges in recent days.
the situation is not readily re- school office. Deadline for filAmong them:
solved by the State Tax Com- ing petitions is 5 p.m. May 10
Ernest Lopez, 19, Fennville, mission.
with the board secretary, Jack

Several

Arraigned
In

Star Highway,

stantly when the

failed to negotiate a curve and

15.

ment. Lutz was not injured.(Sentinel photo)

Fire Chief Hassle
Stirs in

Feb.

to examine the budget on file.
City Clerk D. W. Schipper said
several city employes had
checked budget but no outsiders
called. A budget summary had
appeared in The Sentinel.

Court

neath the

him

be-

vehicle.

Droz and two others, Clifford
19, of Kalamazoo, and

Ham,

Donald Switzer, 20, of Hamilton,

were returning from a meeting
in Big Rapids when the accident occurred.

Mecosta county sheriff’smen
Ham and Switzer received minor injuries and were
released from Community Hospital here after treatment.
Droz was a student at Grand
Valley State College.
SurvivingDroz are his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thaddeus
Droz of Douglas; three sisters,
Margaret,Maria and Anne, all
at home; his maternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jarvis
Doucette of Douglas; his paternal grandfather, Joseph Droz of

said both

preview of their performances be available at the hearing.
Firemen from Park Town- sons” which were not considered
which will be featuredat the
Further informationmay be ship No. 2 Department met with valid by the board. It was not
40th annual festivalin Holland,
township board members Mon- revealed on what basis the
obtained by contacting the Park
May 14-17.
day night in a hassle over the chief was appointed.
township office.
Mrs. Dick, who is also presiboard’s appointee as chief of
Windemuller stated the apdent of the Holland Garden
both No. 1 and No. 2 depart- pointee was the choice of t h e
Club, officiated with Richard
ments in a reorganization plan. township board because he “has
disorderly fighting,$33; AntonF. McGreal, Skyway manager,
After City Attorney Gordon Daniels.
The 2^-hour session reported- been dedicated. . .and an exChicago.
io Torreo Lopez, 20, Fennville,
at a bulb planting ceremony in
Cunninghamexplained the Alle- The election this year will be
ly culminated with the board cellent officer in his departdisorderly-fighting,
$33;
Dale
L.
the Skyway’s garden near the
gan situation, Council instruc- held in West Ottawa high
members walking out.
ment.” The board’s appointee is Clawson, 24, of 488 Butternut
service area plaza.
ted City AssessorRobert Nien- school, not in the Holland townPark Township No. 2 firemen Jack Zwiers Jr.
Dr., disorderly-intoxicated,
$33:
“Since the Skyway is the most
huis to communicate with the ship fire station on North River
are not opposed to the reor“He was taken from the ranks Jose Garcia, 35, of 352 East State Tax Commissionto re- Ave., site of several past school
convenient access to Michigan
ganization plan itself; however,
and just the choice of the town- Fifth St., disorderly-intoxicated,study equalizations, and asked elections.
via the Indiana Toll Road, this
they do not agree with the
ship board from the 28 men in $33.
occasion is timely and approNienhuis and Cunningham to
Residents in the district not
Two Holland men were burned board’s choice of chiefs, acthe two departments,” Winde- Jack Alan Japink, 22, of 315 represent the city of Holland at already registered may do so
priate,” said McGreal.
in an explosionthat occurred cording to Arnold De Feyter,
Woodward, Zeeland, breaking hearings which will be called in with the clerk of the township
muller
1
The' 12 dancers, under the dir- while working in The Hollander
captain and spokesman for the
and entering, bound to Circuit the Allegan matter.
ection of Mrs. Judy Cornelisson, House, former site of The No. 2 firemen.
Zwiers said he had no comin which they reside. Maurice
Holland, are studentsat West Vogue Restaurant, at 205 River
Roughly, the State Tax Com Vander Haar is Holland townments on the situation at the Court May 12, $1,000 bond furRecent trends in water qualA subsequentscapegoat issue
nished; Myrvin Lewis, 47, of 24 mission in studying
Ottawa (Michigan) High School Ave., shortly -after 1 p.m.
present time. “I was asked to
equalizing ship clerk; Drew Miles, Park ity control in Michigan were
is the purchase of a new fire
East Ninth St., disorderly-intox-assessmentsin Allegan county township clerk; Edith Jacobsen.
and are part of the Dutch danc- Tuesday.
take the job,” Zwiers said, “and
truck for the No. 2 department
icated, $33; Florencio N. boosted the tax factor of that Olive township clerk, and Paul outlined at a Chamber of Coming program in which 660 girls
I agree with the board’s action.”
merce Early Bird breakfast in
Ronald Conklin, 25, of 14530 which the board reportedly said
Duarte, 54, Spring Lake, driving
are participating at three
area of Holland city lying in Raggl, Port Sheldon township Hotel Warm Friend Tuesday
Zwiers pointed out he had no
Sylvan St., and Paul Van they would not order until their
while ability visibly impaired Allegan county to 1.19 comschools in the Holland area.
clerk. Last day for filing is 5 by Chester Harvey, districe
Dommelen, 25, of 4789 Crest- selection of chief is accepted qualms with anyone and would by liquor,$108.
Mrs. Dick is the coordinator for
pared with 1.048 last year. The p.m. Friday, May 9.
let the board “fight it out.”
engineer for the Water Rewood Dr., were both admitted by the No. 2 department firePatricia A. Zimonich, 20, of
training at Holland High School,
Allegan Board of Supervisors
Zwiers understood that t h e
sources Commission, Michigan
to Holland Hospital and report- men.
West Ottawa, and Holland ed in “satisfactory” condition Park Township Supervisor position would be more or less 15795 Lake Michigan Dr., minor equalized the county at 1.0 but
Department of Natural Rein possession, $33, 15 days susChristian High School.
12 units last week appealed to
one of an overseer and the sepsources.
at that time.
Herman Windemuller said the
William H. Vande Water,
arate captains would be in pended for a year; Ruth Roelofs, the state. Subsequently,HolHarvey spoke of work aimed
purchase
of
a
new
truck
could
19, of 8331 Adams St., Zeeland,
manager of the Holland festi- Both employes of Koster
charge of their respective deat reducing pollutionon federal
not be made until it is recomdisorderly
trespassing,
$15;
WilPumbing
suffered
second
and
val, pointed out that although
partments.
and statel evels, particularly
mended by the executivecomfred Rousseau, 37, Fairfield,
Tulip Time was first observed third degree burns of the face,
Jake De Feyter Jr. was forPetitions
the four-stateconference aimed
mittee
which
consists
of
the
Conn.,
simple
larceny,
$33;
in 1929, the Klompen dancers neck, arms and forearms,hosmerly chief of No. 2 but reHolland police apprehended at improving Lake Michigan
controversialchief and the
pital spokesmen said.
Steven Westerhof, 18, of 127
did not appear as a chorus until
resigned about a month ago
For
two young residents early Sun- which developed a new procaptains
and
lieutenants
of
both
Holland firemen said the exWest 31st St., violation of prolater. During the festival days
because of ill health, township
day morning and charged them gram in interstate rivers and
losion was evidently caused departments.
bation, committed nine days.
of 1931 through 1934, groups of
officials said.
with simple larceny in connec- intra-statewaters in 1967.
A new truck was purchased
William Gilcrest, 42, of 136
costumed junior high school y leaking gas. The two men
tion with the larceny of several
Then he got down to local
for
the
No.
1
department
three
West 13th St., driving while
students, called “The Villag- were working on installing a
GRAND HAVEN t- Petitions items from automobileson the cases on the Black River and
months ago.
gas
line
at
the
restaurant.
ability
visibly
impaired
by
ers,” were sent out into the city
for candidatesto the board of lot at Elhart Pontiac Inc.. 150 Lake Macatawa watershed
At Monday’s meeting, the
liquor, $98 and two years’ proFiremen said a glass partiduring school hours. Some cartrustees of the proposed voca- East Eighth St.
naming names and leveling at
firemen
flatly
declared
they
bation; Jerry A. Rossell, 19, of
Policy in Effect
ried pails of flowers hanging tion inside the building was
Tim J. Holt, 18, of 74 East municipalitiesand industries
tional-technicalcollege for Ot“would not accept the appoinshattered
along
with
some
15754
James
St., simple larceny,
on yokes, others guided dog
tawa-North Allegan area are 17th St., and Donald Robert alike in dumping wastes intc
tee” even if his position were
committed 30 days; David K.
carts containing Dutch milk fluorescent lights. No fire broke
At City Hospital
•now available from the Ottawa Burch, 17, of 264& East 11th local streams and lakes. While
renamed “fire marshall.”
out.
Lowdermilk,
20,
Cleveland,
cans. Some sat on benches knitArea Intermediteschool office St., both pleaded guilty to the he said considerableprogress
While the No. 2 firemen are
$28.
ting and some danced for the
A new policy went into effect Ohio, disorderly-loitering,
at 21 North Fourth St. here. A charge at their arraignment in have been d one both in correcrebellingagainst the board, they
entertainmentof spectators.
at Holland Hospital this week Nick Pattalio,22, Chicago, ut- special election on establishing Holland District Court todav. ting practices and in planning
said they would not resign beA group of eight junior high
placing patient discharge time tering and publishing, waived a vocational-technicalschool is They were ordered to see the for the future, his kindest wore
cause “they want to be fireexamination, $1,000 not furschool dancers trained by the
at 11 a.m. instead of 2 p.m.
scheduled Aug. 19.
probation officer on May 8 end went to Parke, Davis and Co.
to Present
men”
and they “would not think
nished, to appear in Circuit
physical educationdirector was
The new arrangement allows
The proposed program, based to return for sentencing on for curbing its wastes to aboul
of letting the township residents
May 12; Ernest Navvaro,
the nucleus from which the prea better check of facilities Court
on a community collegeconcept, May 22.
two-thirds of the acceptable
Festival
down.”
43, Pontiac, removing mortgated
sent group of performers has
available in the afternoon for
calls for a seven-member board,
Police arrested the men at volume.
De Feyter said the township
goods from state more than 30
developed.
and candidates must file for the scene at 3:20 a.m. Sunday He spoke of the four-statecon
The 50-piece Holland High residents okayed $100,000 for the incoming surgical patients.
days, bound to Circuit Court
The dancers’ costumes are
two, four or six-year terms. after staging a stakeout for the trol program requiring all towns
The
new
policy
also
requires
school band, first division dis- purchaseof new fire equipment.
May 12, bond of $1,000 not fur
copies of those worn many years
Three positions will be open past few nights. Officers esti- of 2,000 and over populatior
trict winner, will play the Tulip He augmented his report on the all surgical patients to be ad- nished.
ago in the Netherlandsand are
for six - year terms, two for mated value of the missing dumping in any stream lead
mitted
the
day
before
surgery,
Time Anniversary free concert need for a new truck for the
George Santiago, 17, of 13192
made under the supervision of
items at around $300.
ing to Lake Michigan to remove
Wednesday at 4 p.m. in Centen- No. 2 department by citing the following standard policy for Riley, harboring a juvenile, two - year terms.
three costume directors(one
The two had been lodged in 80 per cent of all phosphatesb\
The
office
is
open
from
8
a.m.
all hospitals in the area. Panial Park.
waived
examination,
furnished
No. 2 department makes an
for each school), Mrs. William
Holland’soutstandingDutch- average of 30 to 60 runs a tients having minor surgery $200 bond for appearance in to 5 p.m. Monday through Fri- jail until their arraignment. December, 1972. He added botl
Slagh of Holland High School,
They were released without Holland and Zeeland have
men band is under the direction year on the north side while the will be allowed to stay in the Circuit Court May 12; Leon Rus- day.
Mrs. Russell Six of West Ottawa
of Carl Dephouse, who is in No. 1 department has from four hospital the day of surgery un- sell Marsh, 46, of 713 Wildwood Candidates must have at least bond after court appearance. agreed to treat sewage effluenl
High School and Mrs. Henry
accordingly, and that Hollane
his first year with the Holland to 14 calls a year on the south til 6 p.m. without penalty. Ma- Dr., driving under the influence 50 signatures of qualified elecHeterbringfor Holland Chrisis planning secondary treatmenl
ternity patients will be dis- of liquor, $108 with 30 days sus- tors, but not more than 200.
High
school instrumentation side.
tian High School.
Deadline for filing petitions is Yes, It's
also. He has phosphates nurture
department.
pended.
De Feyter also said the No. 2 charged at 2 p.m.
Girls dress as boys and wear
4
p.m.
Tuesday,
July
1.
algae and produce an overabun
In keeping with the longa type of Volendam design. The band will present a con- department could not use the
dance of weeds.
A speakers’bureau has been
cert of semi-classical,contem- truck purchased for the No. 1 time policy of charging for the Parents Kept Busy
Seven different women’s types
formed
in each of the 12 school
Another requirement of the
are used: Zeeland, Walcheren, porary selections and famous department because it would be first day but not for the day Visiting Two Hospitals
districts
comprising
the
profour-state
program is to have
marches.
useless. It is a volume pumper of discharge, the hospital in
Middleburg, Friesland,Urk,
all treatment plants chlorinate
Dephouse
stated that two guest that must be stopped to get the such cases as tonsillectomies BORCULO — Mr. and Mrs. posed community college disVolendam, and Isle of Marken.
Fred Van Dommelen ere kept trict. A film-tape is available, With the most luxuriant crop effluentthe year around, some
The girls have performed directors will conduct. They are pump started, De Feyter ex- admitted the day before and busy these days traveling from emphasizing the opportunities of dandelions blooming in many thing already done in both Hoi
Mike Leary, director of the plained and they need a high going home the day of surgery
through out the United States
Holland Hospital to St. Mary’s of vocational-technicaltraining years, local people are asking land and Zeeland.
and Canada and have appeared Seventh Grade, E.E. Fell Jun- pressure pumper that can be charges for one day only.
for 11th and 12th graders and what to do to discourage the
He added that the Hollane
Hospital in Grand Rapids.
ior High school band, and pumped while the truck is in
on television, in movies and
persistent weed.
for
post
high
bchool
youth.
Board
of Public Works will be
On
Tuesday,
their
14-year-old
magazine articles.Dutch danc- Thomas Working, Hope College motion.
Car, Bicycle Collide
Park Supt. Jacob De Graaf required to adopt a new pro
Contact persons in the 12 disson Tim underwent hip surgery
student
band
director
of
the
The No. 2 firemen do not Ottawa county sheriff’sdepu- In St. Mery’s Hospital.
ers who went to Chicago were
tricts are Don Gebraad, Hol- recommends the use of liquid gram in controllingfly ash fron
Deb Nyhof, Mary Jalving, Sally Holland High school band, who favor the board’s choice of ties report 6-year-old Douglas
At 1 p.m. the same day their land and West Ottawa; Dr. Ray 2-4-D, a herbicide not a pesti- its electricalplant.
is a former Holland High school
chief because they feel he is Kuper of 178 South 168th Ave.,
Hiddinga, Melody Hall, Laurel
Harvey also pointed to nev
son Paul, 25, received serious Lokers, Zeeland; Peter Lamer, cide, which kills root and all.
Hall, Laurie Dekker, Gail band member and a talented not qualified and isn’t able to was shaken up when he rode his burns in a gas explosion in Hol- Hamilton; Don Oyler, Sauga- It is more effective than a regulations requiring boats te
French horn soloist.
Rooks, Jan Keen, Carol Leeuw,
get to every fire on time. Speci- bicycle out of a drive and struck
land and was taken to Holland tuck; Marvin Overway, Hudson- sharp knife carving away at install holding tanks or inciner
Brenda Kimball, PriscillaKing
fic instances and objectionswere the right rear of a car driven by
Hospital. He suffered second ville; Dale Cralal, Jenison; the plants, De Graaf believes. ator-type disposalsystems foi
and Joan Aubert.
cited to the board, De Feyter Claudia Jean Boss, 18, of 453 and third degree burns on the Gene Elkins or Ken Hovingh,
Yet, it’s a good time to spray human wastes. He also pointee
Kiss Interlude
said.
168th Ave., at 6 p.m. Wednes- face, neck and arms and is Allendale; L. E. White, Allegan; the plants right now, along with to new regulations controlling
Windemuller said the No. 2 day in front of 159 South 168th showing some improvement. Thomas Kalaher, Coopersville; other broad leafed plants now housing developments on flood
Train
J.C.
Store
firemen are objecting to their Ave. No ticket was issued, depu- Tim also is recovering. He is Gene Rothi, Grand Haven; in lush growth, De Graaf says. prone areas or land with higl
The best time to spray dande- water tables.
room 635 in St. Mary’s Hospital. Richard Fonger, Spring Lake.
GRAND HAVEN - A young appointee for “personal rea- ties said.
lions is when the plants are in
Rusell Gilbert presentedHar
couple here learned that waitflower, he added.
vey with a pair of wooden shoes
ing
for
trains
and
kissing
don’t
Warren Christenson, assistant
manager at the Holland J.C. mix!
City police said Phillip
Penney Store, has been named
Passenger, 15,
Charles
De Hoag, 22, and his
sales and merchandise manager
for the J.C. Penney Company girlfriend,Sandra Huckabee, 19,
Raymond Holwerda,long-time
school grow from an enroll-l the Foreign Study League, Is Hospitalized
List
Congressional Plaza store in learned the lesson while wait- trincipal of Holland Christian
ment of just over 200 students travelling with 180 U.S. stuing for a 49-car train to pass at
Rockville, Md.
ligh School, today announced
Linda Stolp, 15, of 14341 Esin four grades to the present dents studying comparativegovTwo students from this are:
Announcementwas made to- the Chesapeake and Ohio rail- that he had submitted his resfigure of 810 in the top three ernment in five European capi- senburg Dr., was reported ..
in are among the 390 Michigar
road
crossing
on
Sixth
St. at
day by Floyd J. Folkert, manaignationas administrator,efgrades. The faculty has in- tals. He and his wife will be good condition at Holland Hos State Universitystudentswh<
10:50 p.m. Tuesday.
ger of the Holland store. Chrisfective at the end of the
creased during that ‘time from abroad for six weeks. The Hoi- pital today undergoing treat- were honored for outstandin'
During the amorous interim present school year.
tenson who has been sales and
eight to 36.
werdas have four children and ment for injuries received in a academic achievement durinj
merchandisemanager of the in the car belonging to Miss
In making the announcement
While serving as principal, three grandchildren, Mrs. Law- two-car accident at Maple Ave. the winter term.
Holland store for the past three Huckabee, De Hoag’s foot slip- to the student body this morn
he managed to teach on a rence (Jeanne) Borst of Grand and 31st St., at 7:14 p.m. Tues- They are Timothy A. Over
ped from the pedal and the car
years, is to assume his new duting, Supt. Mark Vender Ark
limited basis, up until 1965. He Rapids; Mrs. Stanley (Sandra) day.
way of 1 East 40th St. a fresh
lurched forward and was struck
ies May 19.
said Holwerda had asked to be
Miss Stolp was riding in the man who is majoring in bio
taught American Government Klop of Oakland Calif.; Tom
by
one
of
(he
steps
of the train,
Christensonhas been active
relieved of his principalship
and American History and al- of East Lansing and Merrie of car driven by her sister, Pame- chemistry, and Denise E. Gould
in many civic and business causing considerable damage to but might accept another asla Stolp, 17, when it collided route 2, Blue Star Highway
so served the school as debate Grand Rapids.
groups including Newcomers the car, but apparentlyno in- signment within the local school
and
forensic coach and athle“So
many
owe
so
much
to with a car driven by Martin E. Fennville, a freshman who i:
Club, Holland Jaycees and jury to the couple.
system.
tic directorat different inter- Mr. Holwerda. A simple thank Crow Jr., 59, of Elkhart,Ind., majoring in applied music.
Downtown Merchants AssociaHolwerda has served as Chief
vals during the 32 years.
you seems so little,but it does according to Holland police who
Each student must attain
tion of the Holland Chamber of Collide at Intersection
administrator in the high school
He has also been active in express the gratitude of all of are investigating.
grade of 4 or 4.5 (A or A-plus
Commerce. He is a member of
Cars driven by Angeline L. after taking over the duties as
Linda is being treated for in every course to be placed or
church and civic affairs, ser- us,” said the Rev. Charles
Peace Lutheran Church.
Bosley, 44, of 345 Home Ave., assistant principal in 1943. He
ving as a councilman for 12 Steenstra, pastor of the Faith multiple minor abrasions of the the honor roll offering “recog
Christenson and his wife Bob- and W. Clare Walker, 52, of 640 has served Christian High
years and as a member of the Christian Reformed church and face, hands and knees and she nition of the highest attainmen
bie and four children,Tim, West 20th St., collided at the School as teacher and principal
Charter Commission.
president of the board of trus- complained of back pain, ac- in scholarship.”
John, Laura and Karen, reside intersection of 17th St. and for 32 years, coming to Holland
cording to hospital spokseman.
He received his A.B. degree tees.
The 390 students were feted ai
at 14101 Brooklane and will Pine Ave. at 8 a.m. Tuesday, from the Caro, Michigan Freshfrom Calvin College and his Vander Ark said that no suc- Pamela was released from an Academic Achievement Din
make their home in the Wash- according to Holland police who man College in 1937.
A.M. from the University of cessor had been named as yet. the hospital after treatment of ner, Monday, April 26, by MSI
ington, D.C. area at the close cited Walker for disobeyinga
During his administration,
Michigan in German and HisThis summer Holwerda will a left knee abrasion. Crow was Acting President Walter Adam*
Raymond
Holwerda
of the school season.
trafficsignal.
Holwerda has seen the high
tory.
serve as assistant principal of reportedly not injured.
and Provost Howard R. Neville,

Two Holland

Men Burned

Early Birds

In

Explosion

Hear Address

said.

On Pollution

Charge Pair

Out

With Larceny

Technical

College Board

New Discharge

Holland High

Band

Concert

Time

To Spray Pesky

-

Dandelions

Penney

Now

Broken by
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Holwerda Resigns as Principal

Two From Area
On Honor

|
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THg HOLLAND CITY

NEWS, THURSDAY, MAY

Engaged

Couple

8,

1969

Wed 55

Years All-Day Meet1 Attracts

%
“

and three

Extension

Women of the Michigan Asso- ence to have the courage to be
ciation of ExtensionHomemak- themselves and to engage in
ers of Ottawa, Kent, and Alle- human dialog.
Mrs. VanderWerf gaye a talk
gan Counties began their annual
Women’s Day at College Thurs- on what contributionsoutside of
day with a

:?

Nine townships

cities already have
filed petitionsto appeal' the
Allegan county board of sup-

with County Clerk Esther Warner Hettinger annd some others
were expected to file before the

by

Prof. the home that women can make
with their “extra time”. '

Prof. Sheardy traced the be-

.

ginning of 'American art in its
primitiv stages.
primitive

By a

,

lecture

Robert Sheardy of the Art Department at Hope College. The
all-day meeting, which was held
on Hope’s campus, also included lecturesby Dr. Leslie Beach
and Mrs. Calvin VanderWerf.
About 150 attended.

ervisors tax equalization report

deadline.

Homemakers

close vote Monday, the
wiped out the efforts of
its equalization committee and
toe tax equalization department
and decided to give each taxing
Miss Andrea Louise Cyrus
unit a factor of one. The original committee report awardMr. and Mrs. Charles H.
ed varying factors to each Cyrus of Greenville, S.C., ancity and township dependent on
nounce the engagement of
how close their tax assessments their daughter,Andrea Louise,

ward

The slide lecture included
reproductions of such early examples of primitive art as
“Mugg Gibbs,” “The Mason
Children,”•“Thomas Van Al-

Commission.

illustrating what deter-

In speaking of the

work

of the

“Ann Pollard” and Leagiie of Women Voters, she
from the Developing Era pic- reminded her audience that it
tures of “Dean Berkley and his was just fifty years ago that
Group,” “The Isaac Royal women were given the right to
Family” by Robert Feke, and vote, and asked the unsettling
the “Boy with a Squirrel” by question of why has the woman
John Singleton Copley.
citizen made so littledifference
Dr. Beach, in his address in this half century?
“Some of My Best Friends are
Mrs. Luther Jones of Fenn-

sten,” and

were

to state guidelines.
to Richard Stanley Boven, son
Net effect of the board’s action of Mr. and Mrs! Stanley R.
would be to penalizethose; Boven, 570 -Elmdale Ct.
units which had assessed real Mr. Boven is presently a stuand personal property in line dent at Central Michigan Unicf. !'eco™mend?honsof Uk ; versity, Mount Pleasant,and
Mate Tax
Miss Cyrus attended the UniverAppealing the board’s action sity of South Carolina,
are the cities of Allegan, Ot-t' Ablate summer wedding "is
sego and Wayland and the being planned,
townships of Casco, Cheshire.
Ganges. Gunplain, Lee, Monte

In

mined women can do, she told
how the 47,000 acres of National
forest preserve bounding Chicago on three sides came about
through the efforts of one woman. On a smaller scale, she
pointed out how a woman’s determinationbrought about the
DeGraaf Wildlife Center in Holland, and how another woman's
dream was the start of the Holland Day Care Center.

RELEASE BALLOONS—

Students of the second grade class

of the South Side Christian School are pictured here releasing

from the school Thursday afternoon.
Cards attached to each balloon carry the school’s address
and the names of three of the children. The class is taught
by Miss Gertrude Mouw and Mrs. R. Renzema.
helium-filledballoons

People,” challenged his audi-

(Sentinelphoto)

Students Release

Couple

Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. De Free
, - 43 Pine St. Zeeland, celeMr. and Mrs. Leo Dernis and brated their 55th wedding anni-

Bass River

DJ. De Free

Wed

Evening

In

A cafeteria lunch was served in
Phelps Hall.
The Michigan Association of
Extension Homemakers is part
ville chaired the meeting.

of the National Extension

Home-

First Baptist Church of Zeemakers Council which belongs
land. He and Mrs. De Free also
Balloons
to the international group Asrey, Wayland, Hopkins and
!
helped to organize the Ventura
sociated Country Women of the
Saugatuck.
Baptist Church of Holland where
Miss Pamela Marie Van World.
Several other units - includMr. De Free served as lay pas- Antwerpen became the bride of
ing school districts* may also
tor for 11 years.
Gary Allen Boersema Friday
appeal. Some of the units not
,
The De Frees have six chil- evening at the Everglade Repenalized
the board’s
........
Funeral services were held
dren, Hugh De Free and Mrs. formed Church, Grand Rapids,
action were among those apballot fromThe schwSl^hurt in Ba>' Cit>' lasl week Saturday Mr. De Free is chairman of LaVern (Betty) Van Kley of with the Rev. Bert Van Antwer- Mr. and Mrs. George Busse
pealing on a “fair play” basis.
day afternoon. Attachedto each !?.r Henur>' ?>'der; 62«of B ay the board of Herman Miller,Inc. Zeeland, Max De Free of Basel, pen, uncle of the bride, read- of Franklin Park, 111., called on
Some of- those which were
balloon was a card with the Clt* ’ w”? d,ed a heart at* He has-beenassociated with the Switzerland, Mrs. Glenn (Merle) ing the nuptial rites. Tim Quist Mrs. Busse’s sister, Mrs. Florpenalized- including Fennville
school's address and the names tack wchlla vacationing in An- company since 1909, serving as Schaap of Lansing,Mrs. Brad- was organist and John Rossien ence Heiner at Holland Hospital
city and Martin township president from 1949 to 1962. He ley (Helen) Peck of Holden, was soloist.
Saturday.
of three chddren of the class. !“?a- ?n*ier reslded ln A1*6!1have not yet filed their petida,e ‘or many years. He is was president of the Michigan Mass, and Dr. John De Free
Frank Orborn and daughter,
Feathered mums and carnations.
of Las Cruces, N.M.
/
?SD
causins
°f
tha
Snyders
from
tions decoratedthe church and Donna Jean, of Hoopston, 111.,
Gideons
and
Gideons
InternaLeanne Arends KendaU Brand- 1 Bass River
A daughter, Barbara, died in hurricane candle lamps lined were among the out-of-town
Factors assigned, in the
.sen, Diane De Graaf, Tom Dyk„
,
tional, a member of the Gull
1952.
the aisle.
equalizationcommittee reportguests who attended the “Open
ema. Joe Haveman. Dirk H«r- , MriL Peckhal? and dauSh- Lake Bible Conference Board,
They have 21 grandchildren
Parents of the couple are Mr House” for Mr. and Mrs. Morris
rejected by the full board spink, Jayne Hommerson, Paul taf' ““"I13' and.,Ear! la'
and one of the founders qf the and three great-grandchildren. and Mrs. Neal E. Van Antwer Souders on Saturday. It was the
ranged from a low of .9342 for
Jager. Charles Jonker, Larry I S,ot E^oaRaplda' Vlslledtha
pen of Grand Rapids and Mr. 25th wedding anniversary of the
Monterey to a high of 1.3816 for
Keen, Julie Klouw, Shelly
Emory 8101
and Mrs. Roger R. Boersema Souders.
Trowbridge township.
of West Olive.
A low factor indicates a taxSchool Board president Albert
Lemmen^ La”in8a and Br‘an Tom Beukema <>f Wyoming
Given in marriage by her Crane and members Edwin
ing unit assessed property in
A.0 Steven Uppink,
a^hv“S
father, the bride entered the i aak, whose terms expire June
line with recommendationsof
Miss Shirley Kamerman iNaber, Jayne Petroelje, Caria
Mr' aIld Mrs'
sanctuary
wearing a floor-length30, both indicatedat Monday
the State Tax Commissionfolgown of Chantillacewith a night’s meeting that they would
lowing a spot check of parcels
chapel-length train formed by
Cindy Sonneveldt, a Hope court last fall. She is a member three tiers of lace. Her elbow- not seek re-election.Mr. Crane
junior from Grand Rapthe Chancel Choir and the length viel of imported illusion has served 12 years on the
s^menu Wre lower than
to JoS
Mem- CoUege
board, serving as president the
ids, was crowned queen of the Delta Phi social sorority. Miss was held by a petal headpiece
commission’s guidelines.
cuidelines. ma. son of Mrs. Gelmer Bosme r,., . 'vnntc.
d ^anlast two. Board member Edwin
college’s
33rd
annual
May
Day
Sonneveldt
is
a
1966
graduate
touched with pearls and crysMr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing
By voting to give each unit of 5186 Mildred St., Kentwood, ! ,andy
P ' nnc finJi
afternoon. of Grand Rapids Christian High tals. She carried a bouquet of Raak has served two years.
Persons finding the balloons jr arKj ^gg children of Coo- celebration Friday afternoon.
a factor of one, the board by- and the late Mr.
"requested to
t,u,uic“ u‘
The Rev. Glen Jeffery was
School.
sweetheart roses and carnations.
Miss Sonneveldt is the daughpassed the equalization process.
Miss Kamerman and her fi- {he
b (T sctol
were supper guests at
guest speaker at the Assembly
Miss Bonnie Boersema, maid
Elected to the May Day court
ter of Mr. and Mrs Arnold N.
If the board’s action is allow- ance are students at Trinitv i!
j l°u
001 !e m,g the parentalhome Sunday.
of God Church in White Cloud,
__ Collet
i Tt
wuere u
were juniors Janice De Boer of honor, wore a floor-length
Kristian
when uu
and where
it was luunu,
found. Weekend visitors at'
ed to stand, units with a fac- Christian
Sunday.
College,Palos Heights,the condition when found and
of Wyckoff, N.J., Joan Granzow A-line gown of blue satin trimRobert Lowing home were Mr.
tor of one or less will be payDale Atkins, student at Junior
the direction of the wind
med
with
white
lace
and
carof Royal Oak, Ellen Heath of
and Mrs. Leon Mol and family,
ing a proportionateshare of
College,Grand Rapids, spent
ried
a
bouquet
of
blue
carnaSchenectady,N.Y., Jill Nyboer
Mr. and Mrs. Harley Luyk and
taxes for those units with high
the week with his parents, Mr.
of Rockwood, 111., Barbara tl0,^ and mumsdaughter of Grand Rapids and
factors. The city of Allegan, for
Willard
Ryzenga of Holland, and Sharon
vender Honing, and Mrs. Glenn Atkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Luyk and
example, would wind up with
Mrs. Della Martin returned
Staats
of
Greenbush,
| brldesmaid, and Dawn Boerson, Paul, of Coopersville.
$1.4 million more in equalized
Dies at
home, Saturday after spending
Mrs
stuart
Post
a
hmisP
8em
’
junior
bridesmaid,
were
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Snyder
valuationthan it should have
Mrs. Stuart Post, a house- dressed indenticallyto
hon
several months with her daughunder State Tax Commission
mother in one of the residence
HIGHLAND PARK - Willard and daughter of Grand Ranids
or
attendant
as
was
Tiffany ter and family the David
spent Saturday with his father,
guidelines.
| halls who is completingher
Schaap, 46, 121 Highland StVander Gailen, flower girl.
Foulks at Denmark, S.C.
Forrest Snyder Sr.
In effect, each unit would
degree work, was named as
former Holland resident,died at
Dennis Boeve. was best man
Miss Edna Jean Gregersen of
wind up with a factor of 1.06,
honorary member of the court.
his home Wednesday evening.
while Rodney Bekius was Lemont, 111., is spending a couple
and taxpayersin the units would
Mr. Schaap was born in Hol- Allegan Driver Cited
groomsman. Candlelighters of weeks visiting in the Pearl
be paying more taxes or less,
land and had lived there until By Holland Police
were Jim Van Antwerpen and area af* : spending a week with
depending on whether their orifive years ago when he moved
Steve Boersema. Warren Cherry her fc other and family, Mr.
ginal equalization factor was
Holland police reported occuhere. He was a member of
Mrs. G. De Kleine and Ger- was ring bearer.
and Mrs. Everett Gregersen at
lower or higher than this figTrinity Reformed Church.
pants riding in two cars that
Mr. and Mrs. Chet Boersema Grandville. She was a Sunday
trude, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
ure. i
Survivingare the wife, Mar- collided at US-31 and 16th St.
Brinks, Mr. and Mrs. James presided as master and mis- evening visitor in the Milton
garet; one son. Louis of Ypsilan- at 1:19 p.m. Friday were
Wieda, Mr. and Mrs. Roger tress of ceremonies at the Larsen home.
ti; one daughter, Susan at home; shaken up but did not require
Brinks and Barbara, all from reception. Mark Boersema reg- Mr. and Mrs. Harold Barring-’
his mother, Mrs. Johanna Over- hospital treatment.
this place, and Mr. and Mrs. istered the guests; Mr. and Mrs. ton returned home Wednesday
beek of Holland; one brother, Edith Himmelein, 62. of route
Ted Van Den Brink from Zee- Larry Smith and Mr. and Mrs. after spending the winter in
The monthly meeting of the
Lester of Holland; one step- 2, Allegan, was cited by police
land spent Sunday evening at Julius Overway arranged the Florida.
circles of the Guild for Christian
brother, Jarvis Overbeek of for failing to stop for the^stop
Miss Cindy Sonneveldt
the home of their parents, Mr. gifts; and Miss Lynn Van
Service met Tuesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Le Fevre
Holland; and three step-sisters, signal after tlie car she was
Antwerpen and Jim Springand Mrs. Albert Brinks.
After the Bible study and busiand sons of Whitehall were SunMrs. Robert Bareman and Mrs. driving north on US-31 collided Sonneveldt,Jr., 2131 Leonard,
vloed poured punch.
ness meeting Mrs. Ray Weener
Miss Patricia Lee Frazier
Mrs. Jennie Ver Hage from
day dinner guests of Mr. and
Howard Pippel both of Holland with one going west on 16th St., N.W., Grand Rapids.
Following a northern honeyand Chester Westrate shared
Vriesland, Miss G. De Kleine
Mrs. Milton Larsen and Bea.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. and Mrs. L«on Brummel of Zee- driven by Kathryn Brummel, An English-speech major, she and Gertrude were supper moon, the newly eds will make Mr. and Mrs. Robert Larsen and
their experiencesconcerning the
land.
34,
of
route
3,
Holland.
was selected to the homecoming guests of Mrs. Henry Van Dam their home at 92 East 21st St.
Lay Institute for Evangelism Frazier of Poland, Ohio, anfamily were afternoon guests.
The bride is
licensed
nounce
the engagement of their
and Ann.
they attended recently in the
The
occasion was to help Mrs.
Holland Hospital and the groom
daughter, Patricia Lee, to Glenn
Trinity Reformed Church. The
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Brinks is employed at Prince Manufac- Larsen celebate her birthday.
Dale Gutknecht, son of Mrs.
Dunham Circle served as hosand Mr. and Mrs. John Schra turing.
Mr. and Mrs. I. E. Van
Howard Zuber, 133 Cypress
tess for the evening.
spent Tuesday evening at the
Pre • nuptial showers were Dussen returned home Sunday
Ave., and the late John E.
The mother-daughter banquet
home of Mr. and Mrs. Lambert given by Mrs. Ken Vander after spending the winter in
Gutknecht.
Brower.
sponsored by the Guild for
Kooi, Mrs. Bob Cherry and Mrs. Florida.
Miss Frazier will be gradChristian Service will be held
The infant daughter of Mr. Chet Boersema; Mrs. Harold Carl Winslow has returned
in June from Michigan
May 9 at 6:30 p.m. in the West uated
^aifa if June, tT0™ Michigan
And Mrs. Jim
"
Newhouse had Schaperhotter and Mrs. Bill home from Douglas Community
Ottawa High
State University with a degree
brain* surgery Tuesday morning Schaperhotter; Mrs. Jim Vander Hospital. He is recovering from
Mr«; Harold Slae and Mrs in 800131 Sconce. Mr. Gutkat St. Mary’s hospital at Grand Gailen; Mrs. Larry Smith and a stroke.
Howard Bosch spent the
h“
Hope
Rapids.
The Rev. Gordon E. Alderink
Mrs. Delwyn Vanden Bosch.
of Archer, Iowa, has accepted
is
lege visiting Miss Joan
inHKalam'2o0
the call from the Immenual
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a June 17 wedding is being

t

Abel Kuyers has been hospitalized for a few days due
to a fractured wrist he received
last TTiursdayin an accident at

home.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Prince
announce the birth of a daughter, Tammy Lynn, bom April
22 at Holland Hospital.
News has been received of
the hospitalizationof Mrs. Lamhis

Nt

bert Olgers due to surgery. She
is a patient at Mercy Hospital,
Oak St., Cadillac. The Rev.
Olgers was a former pastor of
North Holland and is now serving a church in Falmouth.
The guest speaker at the evening church service was the Rev.
William Hillegonds, chaplain at
Hope CoUege who spoke on “The
Church and the Young.” Special
music was by a trio composed
of Don Bloemers, Paul Elenbaas
Bernard Assink accompained by Mrs. Gertrude De

and

Vries.
Clean -

J $

nmm
m

Miss Linda Meyer

and
Frank
Meyer,
__ Mrs.
_____
___ ____

____

up day. for Camp

w- \

a.m.

Bosmao.

Sp-4

Miss Barbara

Bie

LOir

-

Maatman

A® I I

feted

Driesenga at her home.

Guests were Mrs. Herbert

Missionary Conference
the South Blendon Reformed Marriage Licenses
•- last Thursday.
Ottawa County

ithFire

James Van Drie, 20, and BonLou VanZalen, 19, of Hud-

nie

n were called sonville; Henry Bloem. Jr., 69,
ja residenceat Grand Rapids, and Ida PostAve. at 12:45 p.m. mus, 66, Hudsonville; John
flash fire broke Olechnowicz, 22, and Pamela
causing $250 1 Melcher, 18, both of Grand
Haven.

Maatman

Feted at Bridal Shower
Miss Barbara Maatman was
at a shower Saturday
afternoon given ; by Mrs.

is serving with

Army and 18 statl0ned
Several women from the at Fort Benning, Ga. He will
church attended the Women’s -be dischargedMay 29.

meeting'

with Mr. and Mrs. Ludwig

-

I

rate and Mr. and Mrs. Bernard

Sunday honoring Miss Inez Billing’s birthdayanniversary.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Scovill
are the parents of a baby boy
fc rn Sunday at Douglas Community Hospital.
Mrs. Harry Thompson,Mrs.
Don Barnes and Mrs. Richard
Barnes entertainedat a baby
s h 0 / e r honoring Mrs. Tom
Barnes of Holland.
Mac, Sandy and Jolm Zeckiin spent last weekend with their
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Courteville of Dowagiac, while
their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George Zecklin went to Cleveland, Ohio to visit her parents.
Mrs. Lowell Martin of Van
Wert, Ohio spent the weekend
Stehle.

509 Graafschap Rd., announce
Geneva is set for May 10 be- the engagement of their daughginning at 8
ter, Linda, to Sp-4 Stephen D.
Cottage prayer meetings were Maatman, son of Mr. and Mrs.
held Saturday night at the homes Donald Maatman, 1803 South
Shore Dr.
of Mr. and Mrs. Chester
n-

West-

Reformed Church. They will
Love here in June.
Mrs. -lyde Me Nutt of Grand
Haven was among the out of
town guests who attended the
“Open House” at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Robbins

y .

a

DOG WANTS ATTENTION — President pair of

wooden shoes, a gift from the Holstops to pet his
land ChristianHigh Band which marched
Timahoe, while talking to U.S. Rep.
in the inaugural parade last January. VanVander Jagt (left) on a tour of the
der Jagt represents the 9th district in
House Rose Garden Friday. The congress- Michigan which includes Ottawa county,
Richard

M. Nixon

dog,

Guy

White

man

called to present the President with

(UPI telephoto)

,

*

COFFEE BENEFIT-The Ninth Street

Christian Reformed
Church was the scene Thursday of the annual spring coffee
for Muscular Dystrophy. It was sponsored by the Ottawa
County Chapter of Muscular Dystrophy Association of America. The proceeds of $300 will be used by 19 local patients and
for research. Several hundred people attended. (Sentinelphoto)

Maatman, Mrs. Morris
Driesenga, Mrs. James Driesenga, Mrs. John Koenes, Mrs.
Melvin Koenes and Kathy, Mrs!
Jack Koenes, Mrs. Richard
Koenes, Mrs. Lawrence Spoelstra, Mrs. Earl Weener and
Miss Nancy Schippa who assisted.

Miss Maatman will become
the bride of Ronald Weener

May

23.
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In

Miss M. Petz

Engaged

Many Fined

Is Bride

8,

1969

Mark 50th Anniversary

Of

Craig

Grosse Pointe Woods, became the bride of Dennis M.
Aubert, son of Mr. and Mrs.

routine traffic fines
were paid in Holland District
Court in the last few days.
Appearing were Valdemar
Gonzales, of 352 W$st 20th St
careless driving,$15; Frank
Kamphuis, of 2971 120th Ave„
Parking, $16; Ronald J. Buist,
Jenison, driving too fast for

May 2
Our Lady Star of the Sea
Church in Grosse Pointe. The
in an evening ceremony

Rev. Ralph V. Barton officiated.
bride

wore her mother’s wedding

Gerrit Scripps, Grand Rapids,
stop sign, $10; Beatrice Townsend, of 721 Lawndale Ct., improper backing, $15.
Miss Sharon Jean Schipper
Gerald Swieringa, of 39 Cherengagement of Miss
ry St., improper turn, $13;
Sharon
Jean Schipper to William
Bradley J. Einfield,Grand Rapids, careless driving, $30; Duimstra Jr. has been anRickie Martin, West Oliv*. nounced. Miss Schipper is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
speeding, $20; William W. Clark
Schipper of route 1, Hamilton.
Fennville, speeding, $15; Frank
Mr. Duimstra is the son of
Kamphuis, of 12191 Felch, exMr. and Mrs. William Duimstra

Are Named

has been announced.To

pids,

dress of ivory imported satin
with Italian lace designedwith
a long train. A matching ivory
headpieceheld her veil and she

be placed on the Academic Honors List, a students must earn

a 3.5 grade average or better
and those named to the Dean’s

earned

List must have
Miss Merry Cathen Swart
Mr. and Mrs. John Daining

The Rev. and Mrs. J. Robert
Swart, of 174 West 15th St.,

announce the engagement of
to Donald Gary Hill, son of Dr.
and Mrs. Jack Hill of Byron
Center.

pired operator’s license, $5, also
of route 2, Dorr.
stop sign, *$15.

Miss Swart is a student at
August wedding is being the Chic University of CosmetolRuth A. Kloosterman,of 1721
ogy in Grand Rapids and Hill
planned.
Fairview Rd., Zeeland, speedis a medical corpsman in the
ing, $20; John R. Kraak, of 113
Naval Reserves. Both attended
North Centennial,Zeeland
Hope College.
speeding, $27.50; Charles RozeJune wedding Is being
ma, of 99 East 39th St., right of
planned.
way, $15; Julia Reels, of 322
West 33rd St., speeding, $20,
also stop sign, $10; Norma
Baughman, of 815 South Shore
Dr., improper start from parked

An

an open house Saturday.

The

celebration,which is be-

At
<•

Mrs. Dennis M. Aubert

Four hundred thirty three
students, employers, Board of
Education members, members
and teach-

carried gardenias, stephanotis ers attended the 12th annual Coand ivy.
operative Training banquet held
Miss Donna J. Petz was her Tuesday night in the West Otsister’smaid of honor and was tawa cafetorium.
attired in a floor-lengthgown
Miss Louise Driy gave the inof orchid chiffon and picture vocationand Miss Ruth Ten
hat. She carried a basKet of Brink made special presentawhite daisies.
tions.
Miss Susan L. Petz, Miss Entertainment was provided
Janice L. Petz and Miss Julie J.
by Dawn Boerman, Kris Galien,
Petz, sisters of the bride, and
and Joanne Houseward,girls
Miss Jo Ann Aubert, sister of
from Holland Christian High
the groom, were bridesmaids
School, who presenteda multiand wore floor-length orchid ple reading entitled, "The Mad-

McWilliams, of 217 West 16th
St., speeding, $20; Barbara E.
Kemme, Hamilton,improper
turn, $15.

Miss Dawn Celeste Stassen

and Mrs. George BosnjakBetty Dykstra, daughter of Mr’,

”

Mokma

and Mrs. Leon Dykstra; David
son of Mr. and Mrs

Griep,

and, by nomination of fellow
John Griep; Mary .
Hoezee,
band members and confirmation
w
daughter of Mr. and Mrs
of band director and school of- HarQ.d
Sprick and Mike Hansen. The ficials
Hoezee; Keith Klingen
Zeeland Chamber of Commerce
The award was presented at Klinienhpragave a $10 award to Ron Witthe annual Saugatuck-DouglasHa„phtpr
^2°
ingen.
Band Boasters Award banquet netif
,,
^rs- ^en
In the Industrial division the
Tuesday in St. Peter’s School,
the DeanHolland Chamber of Commerce
Mokma has been a member
presenteda $25 award to John of the Saugatuck-Douglasbands List were Paul Krenn, son o
and Mrs. Adam
Klungle. Peoples State Bank for seven years under the di- Mr.
D()na|H
Adam Krenn
Krenn

Annual Co-op Banquet

of the administration

garet White, of 224 West Eighth
St-, stop sign, $3; Leila A.

of Holland, five grandchildren
and two great-grandchildren.

Craig J.

position,$15.

$25; Gary Moomey, of 333 Lakewood Blvd., speeding, $25; Mar-

Patricia Schierbeek, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Schierbeek and Barbara Zuidema,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Barney Zuidema.
Named to the Dean’s List
were Loren Arnoldink,son of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred ArnoldinkGeorge Bosnjak, son of Mr.

433 Hear Msgr.Beahan

A

stop sign, $20; Sandra L.
Luhmen, Muskegon, speeding,

3.0

Area students named to the
Academic Honors List include
Linda Breuker, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Breuker;

Mr. and Mrs. John Doining, ing held at the home of Mr. and
who have lived in the Holland Mrs. Garold Daining, 560 West
area all their lives and are 18th St., will be open to friends
and relativesfrom 2 to 4 p.m.
presently living in a CoopersThe couple has three children,
ville rest home, will observe Garold of Holland,Stanley of
their 50th wedding anniversary Waynesboro,Pa., and Mrs.
May 14 end will be honored at George (Patricia)Vanden Beldt

their daughter, Merry Cathen,

Patricia Theyer, Menominee,

a

grade average.

The

Brigitta M. Megow, of 272
West 14th St., stop sign, $15;
Eleanor J. Andrianse, of 304

Honor Lists

At Davenport

in

conditions,$15; Ramon Carreon,
Hamilton, no operator’s license;

Adv.

tion for outstanding achievement in instrumental music, for
singularmerit in loyalty and
cooperation, and for displaying,
generally, those high qualities The Academic Honors and
of conduct which school instruDean’s lists for winter term at
mental music strives to impart,
Davenport College, Grand Ra-

Joseph Aubert, 2948 152nd Ave.,

For her wedding the

bed-

-

of

Many

California.

SAUGATUCK
Craig J.
Mokma, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Mokma, Saugatuck, has
been awarded the John Philip
Sousa Band award “in recogni-

of Mr. and Mrs. James L. Petz

Court Here

ADS.

room house. Write W. Strand,
915 W. Rialto Ave., Qovis,

Performance

Miss Mary G. Petz, daughter

WANT

WANTED TO Rent-Thrw

Band

Cited for

Dennis Aubert

District

J.Mokma

nailDritnp
k0d
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Mr*

K

t

"tolled
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awarded a $25 savings bond to
StephanieMarcinkus,and First
Michigan Bank and Trust Company gave a $25 savings bond
to Jewell Leestma.
Woman of the Moose scholarship chapter 1010, presented
$100 nursing scholarships to
Louise Driy and Karen Vork.
Holland Christian Hospital
Auxiliary gave a $100 scholar-

^ “

Lathrop P. (Bud) Mrs MPrlTT ®°n °f
Morse Jr. and is . presently «aj.a nf *?lpen,~iJai5ie
rection of

’

M

serving as president of the Br ’
band. He is a senior at Sauga- dg,. Son
tuck High

School.

JJ”

.of

of

M?d

’

tmerMu?derMr-

and
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Others named to the Dean’

Ralph Zuwerink

List included

Kenneth Snellei

son of Mr. and Mrs. Alvii
Sneller; Duane Vandenbers
Mr. and Mrs. August Stassen,
at
chiffon gowns' designed with
son
of Mr. and Mrs. Wynan
woman
of
Chaillot.’’
254
East
18th
St.,
announce
the
Rapids, permitting unlicensed
empire bodices and orchid lace
Miss Kristi Wise introduced ship to Gwen Schippers.
person to drive, $15; James D. engagement of their daughter,
ZEELAND—
Ralph Zuwerink. Vandenberg;Linda Van Heuve
accenting the trains, necks and
the guests and Sally Plagenhoef A $250 nursing scholarship 78, of route 2, Zeeland, died len, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Gries, of 709 Marylane Dr., Dawn Celeste, to John Philip
waists. They carried daisies and
Miss Barbara Hulst
gave the welcome. Elmer Wis- was presentedto the outstand- Sunday afternoon in Zeeland Ray Van Heuvelen; Elizabet
speeding,$15; Russell L. Van Jacobusse, son of Mrs. Dorothy
spring rye in baskets.
sink of Commercial Terminal ing nursing student attending CommunityHospital following a Van Regenmorter; Gloria Wa
Dam, of 4091 147th Ave., speed- Jacobusse,8 North 168th Ave.,
Lawrence Aubert attended his
Announcement is being made
ters, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
ing, $20.
and the late Peter Jacobusse.
and Transfer gave the response. Saugatuck High School. The lingering illness.
of the engagement of Miss Bar- brother as best man and the
Norman Walters; William Wis
A
June
7
wedding
is
being
Msgr.
Hugh
M.
Beahan
of
award
was
made
to
Rhoda
He
was
a
member
of
First
Andrea Garcia, of 13675 New
bara Hulst to Mark Nagelkirk. guests were seated by Donald Grand Rapids, who is presently Brooks.
Holland, speeding, $15; Steve S. planned.
Reformed Church and was a wedel, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wi
Miss Hulst is the daughter of Ireland, Lawrence Busch, director of radio and television The theme for this year’s retired farmer.
liam Wiswedel; Belva Zoerhof
Lacey, of 386 Arthur Ave.,
Mrs.
Josephine, Hulst, 9084 James Petz, brother of the for Diocese of Grand Rapids banquet was "Happiness Is . .
speeding, $15; Roy Lee Carver,
He
was
a
veteran of World daughter of Mr. and Mn
Adams St., Zeeland, and John bride, and James Aubert, broth- spoke on “It’s A Cockeyed Security for the Future.”
War I having served overseas James Zoerhoff; and Wand
Douglas,speeding, $15; Jeffrev
Hulst, 72 West 17th St. Her er of the groom.
World.” Msgr. Beahan stressed Participatingschools were in France. He was a member Zoet, daughter of Mr. and Mr;
Kolean, of 329 North Division,
A receptionwas held in St.
fiance is the son of Mr. and
the fact that one may have Hamilton High School, Holland of the Zeeland Barracks and a Elmer Zoet.
defective muffler, $12.50; Judy
Mrs.
Sherwin
Nagelkirk,
1687 Clair Shores immediately fol- fame and fortune but will not High School, Holland Christian
Freeman, Dorr, speeding,$15;
former member of Gilbert D.
lowing the ceremony.
104th Ave., Zeeland.
be successful until he first gives High School, Saugatuck High Karsten Post, American Legion.
Clinton G. Bowen, of 557 West
Following a two-week wedJ.
of himself.Msgr. Beahan de- School, West Ottawa High
23rd St., stop sign, $15.
Surviving are one daughter,
ding trip to Florida, the newlylighted the group with his warm School and Zeeland High School. Mrs. James (Jenette) SteigenNorman Sneller, route 2, exweds will make their home in
Bride
sense of humor and delightful
ga of Zeeland; four grandchilpired operator’s license, $5;
Brighton.
anecdotps.
dren; two great-grandchildren;
Jane Irene Prins, of 11 West
Two Cars Collide
P.
Riddei
39th St., right of way, $15; TedAwards were given to var- Holland police cited John two sisters, Mrs. Steven Kroll
Marriage Licenses
of
Zeeland,
Mrs.
Clarence
Tuious co - op students who have Dole Walters, 16. of 1992 South
dy McEwen, of 54 East Main,
Wedding vows were excha
Ottawa County
Zeeland, excessive noise, $12.50.
done outstandingwork on the 96th Ave., Zeeland, for failure bergen of Holland; four brothers. ed Friday evening at 6 p,
Roger D. Wright, 22, and job, demonstrated ability and
James Mulder, of 430 Howard,
to stop in an assured clear dis- Gerrit, Bert and Joe of Zeeland between Joyce Fay Lowery t
Cheryl
Bray, 18, Fruitport, interest in their field, maintain- tance
speeding,two counts, $25 and
after the car he was and John of Byron Center.
Paul James De Bidder. 1
Mich.; Alan James Vanden ed a high scholastic record,
$20; Henry P. Niffenegger,
driving struck the rear of a
bride is the daughter of M
Berg, 24, and Ruth Marie Ver- character,financial need, citiSouth Haven, speeding, $15; Edcar driven by Glenn Walters, 17,
Oyis Taylor of Horn La
sendaal,
21, Holland; David Lee zenship and promise of success.
J.
ward Stewart, West 32nd St., imof 82 East 14th St., at 8:25 a.m.
Miss., and Ed Lowery of D
Dykema, 21, Holland, and In the retail division the Hol- Tuesday on 40th St., 300 feet
proper left turn, $15; Roger Ver
ton, Tev., and the groom is
Sandra Kay Schreur, 19, Zee- land Chamber of Commerce west of South Washington Ave.
at
Lee, Hudson ville, assured clear
ov/.i
son ui
of mi.
Mr. auu
and JXU
Mrs. James
land.
distance, $15; Larry Speet, of
presented$10 awards to Joyce No one was reported injured.
John Vander Zwaag, 92, of Bidder of Holland.
A
D„.. __ IJ
131 Oak Park Dr., stop sign,
The Rev.
Arnold Weaver
route 2, 120th Ave., died in e
$15; George Stinson, route 4,
local
nursing
home
Tuesday
ficiatedat the double ring c
Miss
Jacquelyn
Klinge
right of way, $15.
morning following an extended mony in C a 1 v a r y Baf
Edith Himmelien, Allegan, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Klinge,
illness. Born in North Holland, Church. Mrs. James Essenc
stop sign, $15; Gerald Prys, of 167 Glendale Ave., announce
he had lived in this community was matron of honor and Jai
1577 Ottawa Beach Rd., speed- the engagement of their daughall his life and had operated a Lowery, brother of the br
ing, $15; Jerry A. May, Grand ter, Jacquelyn, to Harold S.
farm.
was best man.
Rapids, speeding, $20; AUen G. Lowrie of Bryan, Ohio. He is
The Vander Zwaags had been
A reception for 75 guests
Vanden Berg, of 786 Pleasant the son of Mr. and Mrs. R. J.
married for 60 years. His wife held at the Calvary Bar
Ridge Dr., improper lane us- Lowrie of Morrice, Mich.
Miss Kathy Van Deusen
Anna died in 1961. He was a Church. The Misses Kr
age, $15; Gladys Muller, of 743
member of the South Olive Nichols and Karen Essenfc
A Nov. 7 wedding is being
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Van
North Shore Dr., red light, $15.
Christian Reformed Church.
assisted Mrs. James Stewar
planned.
Deusen of 75 East 34th St. anDouglas R. Nichols,of 115
Surviving are five sons, Hen- serving. Miss Kathy Payne
nounce the engagement of their
East 13th St., red light, $12;
ry, Harry, Lawrence, Gerald, sided at the punch bowl
daughter, Kathy, to Perry B.
John A. Klaaren, of 90 East Cornells
and Willis, all of Holland; 19 Mrs. Cecil Horne had chargi
Cornelissen, son of Mrs. lola
14th St., speeding, $20; Jack
grandchildren;33 great-grand- the guest book. Mr. and I
West, 140 West 10th St., and the
Kleeves, of 116 Walnut Ave.,
at
children; two sisters-in-law, Ron Overbeek opened the j
late Gerhard Cornelissen.
expired operator’s license, $15;
Mrs. Bert Vander Zwaag and and Mr. and Mrs. Clare
Daniel J. Brower of 92 East
BATTLE CREEK - Cornells An October wedding is being
Mrs. Barney Walters, both of Nichols were master and i
17th St., speeding,$20; Tena (Casey) Suzenaar, 42, of 25 planned.
Holland.
tress of ceremonies.
Steketee, of 834 West 24th St.,
Following a wedding trip
Elizabeth St., Battle Creek, died
Hamilton Youth Cited
improper backing, $15; Stephen
Tennessee the newlyweds
Resthaven
Board
Has
L. Marley, Okemos, improper at his home Sunday morning For Careless Driving
reside at 15331 Quincy.

West 15th St., speeding, $15;
Alexander Hernandez,Grand

Succumbs

78
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Lowery
Becomes
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Miss

Yonder
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passing, $15.
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42

He was employed
Tire Blows

Out

HUDSONVILLE

Regular Monthly Meet
The Board of Trustees of
Resthaven Patrons, Inc. met
in the board office at Rest-

heart attack.

at the Kel-

ZEELAND

—

Zeeland police

logg Co. of Battle Creek as an cited Randall G. Brower, 18, of

-

He

Richard electrician.
came from
West 14th St., Netherlandsin 1956.
Holland, was thrown from his
Survivors include his wife,
car when a tire blew out at
Hilda
Hesling; three children,
4:32 p.m, Wednesday on M-21
three miles east of Hudsonville. Ingrid, Hans and Linda; two
The car went out of control, brothers in Holland. Hans Suhit a ditch and rolled over. zenaar and Max Suzenaar; two
Stille was taken to Holland
brothers in the Netherlands,
Hospitalfor treatment of lacTonny and Ben; his father, Joerations of both feet and other
hannes, in The Netherlands.
injuries. Sheriff’s officers are
Stille, 20, of ?0*6

route 1, Hamilton, for careless

!

driving after the car he was
driving went off the road on
State St. and skidded into a
tree 196 feet south of Central
Ave. at 12:45 a.m. Wednesday.
Police said Brower received
minor bruises but did not require
hospital treatment.His passenger, Larry Boerman, 20, of
route 1, Hamilton,was reported

investigating.

Special Program,

dance

Honors Queen and Court
The Latin American Society Bowman, Lupe Esquival, Eva
honored Queen Francis Trevino Simon, Catarina Limon, Susan
and her court, Miss Rita Ram- Simon, Jackie Silva, Gloria Perirez and Miss Nelda Perez, fol- alez.
lowing coronationwhich took
Also Delores Leos, Mary Ann
place Saturday evening in the Gaitan, Sylvia Truijillo, Irma
Holland Armory.
Guajardo, Rose Beltran, Linda
Entertainment was provided Lopez, Mary Puente, Mary Jane
by Linda Lopez and Maria Moreno, Alicia Calanchi, Mary
Peralez who danced the “Jar- Vejil and Mary Peralez.
abe,” Yolanda Lopez and AugusThey were directed by Mrs.
tine Ruiz singing “Los A Laur Joe C. Gonzalez.
eles” and “Cocula” accompanThe* 1968 Queen Sally Martinied by Tom Sanchez, and Linda ez and her court, Miss Dina
Lopez and Gloria Peralez danc- Truijilloand Miss Estela Guting a Mexican polka.
tierez introducedMiss Trevino
Violet Cadena presented the and her court. Roses and books
dance “Manuel Benitoz” and were presented to the new queen
Margarita Branch played the and Miss Ramirez, Miss Perez,
guitar and sang “Juan Tana- Miss Beltran and Delia Vasquez,

evening.

SITE — Officers from the Ottawa County Sheriff's Department examine
this car that bounced off several trees after
leaving the road at M-45 and 96th Ave.,
Robinson township, at 10:04 p.m. Tuesday.
Driver Mary Jo Cope, 25, of 1001 Division
Ave., Grand Rapids, was reported in fair
condition today at Grand Rapids Butterworth Hospital with multiple lacerations,
internal injuries and a fracturedleft arm.

Her passenger, Edward F. Sickrey, 44,
Grand Rapids was released from the hospital after treatment of head and leg injuries. Deputies said the car was headed
M-45 when it left the road on the
north side, travelled 155 feet, crossed over
to the south side, traveled another 54 feet,
glanced off one tree and uprooted it and
struck three more trees which were 23 feet
off the
(Sentinel photo)
east on

road.

n

m
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GRADUATED — Judith Ann
Langworthy, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Langworthy of 618 West 22nd St.
was graduated April 19 from
Western Michigan University
with a bachelor of arts degree in elementary education and library science. She
plans to teach in the fall.

mero,” “La Llorana” and
“Preso No. 9.”

The

girls who

'Utf

\
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(Ella) Niefert of Lansing; tw<
law, Mrs. Willian

sisters - in -

T

s

Set Graveside Rites

;

For Miss Edna Klunder

i

¥
V

CHICAGO — Miss Edna Klun
der, former Zeeland, Mich., res-

«
* 1

ident, died here Wednesday
morning following a brief ill
morning followinga brief ill-

w

the other finalists.

Mayor Nelson Bosman end

ness.

marched were Councilman William Lam were

Sylvia Lara, Gloria Cavpzos, introduced. Mrs. CelistinoReyes
Mary Jane Maldonado,Car- is president of the Latin Amerimen Ramirez, Maria E. Her- can Society which sponsoredthe
rere and Mayra Bernal, Minnie dance attended by some 350 perVera, Sylvia Penn, Adelita Bel- sons. Music was provided by
tran, Delia Vasquez, Marilyn Frank Gonzelez from Detroit.

t

Garvelink and Mrs. Cornelia
Garvelink both of Holland; sev
oral nieces and nephews; am
his mother-in-law,Mrs. Ear
Dominy, who made her home
with the Garvelinks.

,

V'\.

_

li

]

HQRUSES

^

Age__
64

haven Tuesday
____
Dies at
The secretary reported that
since the last meeting he had John N- Garvelink, 64, <
received and turned over to West -nd St., died Ti
treasurer $626.84 and the treas- evening at Holland Hospil
nrat- r/i
n A
•' lowing
IftwincT o ^
_ ~1.
a heart attack.
urer reported
a balance in
the current fund of $1,454.98
Mr. Garvelink was born t
and a balance in the building Holland and had lived here al
fund of $5,113.04.It was also his life. He was employed a
reported that the total amounts Hart and Cooley Manufacturin,
paid out for the new building Co. where he had been a pres
so far is $265,151.69 and the operator for the past 35 years
total amount borrowed to date He was a member of Grac
is $100,000
Episcopal Church and was
Two residents of the home member of the church vestr
left and three new residents for many years. He was a mem
came during the past month, is ber of the Masonic Lodge am
was reported.
of the Holland Lodge No. 131
The new wing is expected to BPOE.
be ready for occupancy about
Survivingare the wife. Jam
the middle of June.
A.; one sister, Mrs. Carsoi
/i t'i

ACCIDENT

John Garvelink

ASSOCIATED MALE CHORUSES — A mass

to
Time

chorus similar

Seventeen choruseswill perform singly and in mass at the

this one in Muskegon in 1966 will highlight the Tulip
program which is the finale of Holland’s four-day Tulip
AnniversaryChoral Saturday, May 17, at 8 p.m, in Civic Center, festival.

Time

Surviving are one brother
Arthur of Chicago with whom
she made her home; one nephew, Robert Klunder of Indianapolis, Ind.; and one niece, Mrs,
David Vander Ploeg of Chicago.
Graveside services will be held
Friday at 3 p.m. at the Zeeland

cemetery.

.
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Sunday School

1969

Engaged

Industrialist

Lesson

It took

much

He was

Bird song.

On

treated the group.
Miss Carole

CAPTURE RIBBONS— In

competition Satur- zang, Jo-Ellen Ming, Terri Howard and Anne
afternoon at the Holland Community Clark. Third row: Dave Cupery, Rick HollePool this group of nine and 10 year olds all man, Dan Molenaar, Bill Derks, Doug Sage
won first place ribbons. Pictured left to right Bob Trask and Rick Ter Haar. Fourth row:’
are (front row) Lisa Beyer, Lonette Bouman, Derek Conklin, John Sligh, Tom Bradford
Cindy Dykstra, Dianne Helmink,and Lori
Patrick Nelis, Mitch Overway, Mike Van
Krimpen. Second row: Julie Barkd, Debbie Wyk and Dave Nuismer,
Ter Haar, Nancy Vande Water, Betsy
(Sentinelphoto)

day

Van

Vogel-

‘

'

wedding is planned.

Pine Trees Burn

Tract

Five acres of pine trees were
destroyed bv fire Sunday, according to Ottawa county sheriff’s deputies who discovereda
brush fire at 1:52 p.m. while or.
patrol on Croswell St. in the
vicinity of US-31.
It is believed the blaze was
Started by lightning.
i from Port Sheldon
conservation departanswered the call,
the Ottawa
department as-

liam Swaney of East Lansing;
a son, William S. Tripp of Alle-

New

a brother, Burrell Tripp of

York

City.

Diamond
Springs
day was provided by Mrs.
John Hand who sang "Calvery
Covers it all” and "Then Jesus
Came/’ She was accompanied
by Miss Joanne Krause. ITie
Rev. Louis W. Ames spoke on
"The Revelancy of Christ.” The
Wesleyan Youth program was
conducted
Miss Dianne
Wakeman and later the evening service was in charge of
guest speaker the Rev. John
Hand, son-in-lawof the Rev.
and Mrs. Ames.

by

Mr. Beckman showed us how enjoyed the mother-daughter

FIRST PLACE WINNERS— In races for 11 Dykstra and Betsy Prins, Kneeling are Sue De
and 12-year-olds at the Holland Community Feyter, Connie Kleis, Mary Sue Clemens Jean
Pool on Saturday each swimmer in this group Kuipers,Keith Aalderink, Peter Boven and
won a blue ribbon. Seated in the front are Marc Brink. Standingare Randy Luth, Matt
(left to right) Chris Den Herder, Lynne Jen- Weller, Dan Routing, Clare Slager, Ray Shoemngs, Kristi Kuite, Janice IngersoU, Lori macher, Jim Derks, Ed Borgman and John
Roosien, Cindy Wood, Trinie Kleis,

Cathye

Miller.

(Sentinelphoto)

the firemen slide down the pole banquet of the Burnips Wesle-

ens of Albion announce the en- and many interesting things yan Church accompaniedby
gagement of their daughter, about the new fire truck. We Mrs. Merle Immink (daughterLinda, to James Atman, son of especially enjoyed meeting in law).
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Atman "Duchess”, the fire station Alfred Noble of Muskegon,
of Saugatuck.
mascot. Susie Maeicak treated nephew and niece, Mr. and
Miss Wickens is attending the group. This past week we Mrs. Albert Gates were all visthe daffodils
that we itors on Friday evening in Mar.......
i£< ......
Jackson Community College delivered
and Mr. Atman will receive his had taken orders for in March. tin at the home of the formers
brother-in-law and sister, Mr.
degree in December from Wes- Lisa Paauwe, scribe.
and
Mrs. Ward Dean.
tern Michigan University.
On April 21, the Four Seasons
A Sept. 19 wedding is being Blue Birds of Beechwood school A family birthday party was
planned.
were taken on an airplane ride held Saturday evening at the
by their leaders, Mrs. M. Klom- home of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
parens and Mrs. Del Jordan. Lampen in celebration of birthSusan Franks’ mother also days occuring during the
joined us. The Burgess Airport months of April and May.
used two planes so we could all Ar”°n§ ^ose present were Mr.
be up together. We were told “iMra-Han? Weaver, Mr.
because of the clear day, we Orville VanKeuren, Mr. and
could see 100 miles around and Mrs. Louis Ter Avest and fam-

Hey, 138 East 38th

Hospital Notes
Admitted to Holland Hospital

St.

Topp, 344 West 21st St.;

all agree it was the most uy> Mr* and Mrs Larry Ter
Avest and daughter of Allegan,
^exciting and beautifultrip we’ve

Norman

Discharged Saturday were Dodge, 814 South Shore
Katherine Baker, 6835 Riley,

we

Dr.;

ever had. Susan Franks also
had the treat for the day. We
finishedour meeting at the
home of Mrs. Klomparens. A
“thank you” letter was received from Mrs. Emma Kennedy (our sponsor VFW Auxiliary Pres.) for the gift we gave
her. We also received canvas
and leather from a donor so we
wrote a thank you note out for

Holly Palmer, 70 South Divi-

sion; Gerrit Klomparens,33
Cherry St.; Mrs. Richard Den
Uyl, 684

Bay Rd.; James

Rig-

terink, 210 West Ninth St.

Discharged Sunday were David Linn, 1010 Baywood; Mrs.
Jack Andringa and baby, 6341
147th; Mrs. John Blacquiere,
12628 Felch; Mrs. Delbert Bos
and baby, 6385 Bluejay; Mrs.

gan, 538 Butternut Dr.; Martin
Kole II, 1605 Woodlawn; Mrs.
Cornelius Vander Kuy, 659 West
23rd St.; Mrs. John Miedema,
Hudsonville; Mrs. Lloyd Brinkhuis and baby Hamilton; Billie
Slagh 182% West 11th St.; Paul
Overbeek, 263 West 20th St.;
Mrs.v James Demers and baby,
378% Central Ave.

Miss Louise

Derhamer

Mr. and Mrs. Harold

Der-

hamer of Portage announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Louise, to Bruce VandenBosch,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Vanden Bosch of 500 Van Raalte
Ave.
Miss Derhamer attended Western Michigan University and is
presently employed as a phar-

macy

Divorce Granted

GRAND HAVEN -

technician at Bronson

Hospital, Kalamazoo.
Clarice

Lincicum of Spring Lake was
granted a divorce in Ottawa
circuit court Monday from
Theodore Lincicum and may
also have custody of their one
minor child.

aPfj,^rs-Donald Lampen
and children of Holland.

Ward Dean of Martin last
Wednesday forenoon called on
r I1ieCm;_Mrs-Margaret Gates.

^Last Thursday Mrs. Beulah

r ..

DeVries of Hudsonville
AAuuauuvme visited
visitei
Mrs. Gerald Pepper
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wake
man spent the weekend recent
;ynfoat Pontiac visitingher par

^

that. Debby Brunsell, scribe.

Timothy Kragt and baby, 58
East 22nd St.; Melissa Perri-

Rieth Mid family^8
The 2nd grade Sunshine Blue
to. and Mrs. John DeYoung
Bird group of St. Francis school
on Friday evening accompaniec
met April 21 in the old school
building. Julie Serr conducted
Mr and Mrs.
the business meeting and then Garrett DeYoung of Hamiltor
were in Holland visiting the
the girls worked on their Mother’s Day gifts. Judy Weber formers brother and sister-in.
law, Mr. and Mrs. Burrell Defurnished the treats. JoAnn
Thompson and LeCrest Drum- Young in celebration of the former’s birthday.
mond were ill and could not
Tuesday p.m., April 29, Mr
attend.
^ndt, Mr. and Mrs!
The Young Blue Bird group
met on April 17. Kathy Van- Jack Arndt and son Mr. Eldon
Arndt of Orlando Fla. to spend
Vleet treated the group. Three
a short time visiting friends and
girls worked on Mother’s Day

“c

HamiIton and
Mr. VandenBosch, a graduate gifts and the rest made bobby DiamnnH
Diamond Springs area. TuesWestern Michigan University, pin cans and paper holder.
^tod Mr.
is employed as a case worker Karen Penna, scribe.
and Mrs. Albert Gates as did,
The
Flying
Nine
Blue
Birds
of
with the Berrien County Dea"d Mrs Glen Dannem
Lakewood School visited 3
partment of Social Services.
’fj’ Mr- and Mrs. Alan Gates
places
of
interest.
They
were
September wedding is
and daughters Rhonda and
the 7-Up Co., Fire Station and
planned.
Brenda of HamUton.
*’
the ’ifi
Holland
* Evening Sentinel.
“
After our tour, we had our dinner at a Restaurant.Included
in the group were our leaders,
Mrs. Norman Zwiers and Mrs.
Alvin Viening and the girls Admitted to Holland Hospital
Barbara Bruursema,Karla Monday were Mrs. Otis Barlow,
Zwiers, Mary Brinklow, Karen 527 West 22nd St.; Lionel King
Weidenaar,LuAnn Beekman, 482 West 14th St.; Mrs. RichArdith Peffers, Sara Guss, Jodi ard Rasmussen, I die wood
Kahe, Amanda and Lisa King. Beach; Henry De Jonge, 253
'
Our guests were Robert and West 28th St.; Ella Caauwe 110
West
st, Mrs. PhiUp N
m.
Calvin Zwiers and Lori and
Frank
Sr., 194 West 25th St.Todd Viening. We made Story
Book Trees. Each time we fin- Mrs. Harold Michielson, 37 West
rath St, Jerald De Vries, 281
ish reading a book, we write the
of

Fv

A

" ‘

Hospital Notes

Surviving are three step-sons,
Lloyd, Kenneth and Vernon all

u

of Holland; one stepdaughter,
Mrs. Harold De Jong of Holland;

§

Peter

m

W

&

of the
thibook
‘
name of
on a leaf and
west 20th St, Mrs. Vntman'
Daroteo
add the leaf to the Tree. On
April 21, we made burlap place- Seli>i544JEas}E'8hth st-:
mats and trimmed them with Juchth Blackwood,160 East
15th St.
colored yarn. On April 28, we

4
i

Man
'

took hellium filled balloons and
let them go. We put our names

—

In 5-Acre

Besides the wife, he is survived by a daughter, Mrs. Wil-

Mrs. Marion Gates entered
the
Zeeland Hospital on Sunday
made through the radio system.
He also showed us the jail cells and underwent surgery on Monday.
and how they make bullets for
Last Friday evening Mrs.
their guns. Then we toured the
Fire Station next door where Harvey Immink attended and

Mr. and Mrs. William Wick-

of the Adult Bible Class.

Former Holland

2

Tripp attended Harverford
College in Philadelphia,Pa., and
the University of Michigan.

gan; his mother, Mrs. Grover
Tripp of Allegan; five grandchildren; a sister,Mrs. Katherine Winchesterof Allegan, and

Beechwood schoo•I 3rd grade,
met April 28 at the home of
Mrs. L. Timmer. We had a

fraternity.

Miss Linda Wickens

She was a member of the
Immanuel Baptist Church and

Succumbs in Arizona

a

The 2nd grade Busy Beaver
Blue Birds of VanRaalte school
met with their leader, Mrs. S.
Paauwe, and walked to Holland
High School to watch the Dutch
Dancers practice their dance
routine for the Tulip Time
events. We formed our own
group and joined in the fun.
Lynda Jordan brought a delightful treat. On April 14, we visited
the Police Station where Mr.
Hardenberg explainedhow the
incoming and outgoing calls are

following a short illness.

Neal and

We had

movie about "The LittlestAngel” and after the movie, we
played the game "Ring on a
String.” We closed the meeting
by singing the Bli
Blue Bird Wish.
Barbara England, scribe.

Folkert

mars, scribe.

fornia.

brothers,

Gaye

Special Music at the mornFire Station. Julie DeJongc ing service at the Diamond
Springs Wesleyan Church Sunbrought the treat. Amy Plagge-

Tucson, Ariz., for several weeks Harrison Ave., died Monday
and also spent a week in Caliafternoonat Holland Hospital

Jacobusse both of Holland; one
sister, Mrs. Murvel Houting of
Holland; one step-sister,Mrs
William Dykstra of Holland;
and one sister-in-law,Mrs. Ada
Jacobusse of Phoenix, Ariz.

home

farewell party for Linda Postma and then we went to tour the

Age 58

two

his wife, the former
Barbara Gold of Holland, had an
apartment in a condominium at
Boynton Beach which lies between Delray Beach and Palm
Beach.

Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Folkert,
864 Allen Dr., announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Carole Gaye, to Dr. Howard
Norlin, son of Mr. and Mrs.
The Happy Blue Bird group of
Frederick O. Norlin, of South
Lakewood
school went to the
Haven.
Holland Coast Guard station.
Miss Folkert, a graduate of Our guests were Lisa Baker and
Hope College, is a teacher at Mike Brown. Lisa Baker came
HudsonvilleHigh School. Dr. to our group to teach us a few
Norlin attended Hope College Camp Fire songs. Monica Saand was graduated from the beta treated the group. Dawn
University of Michigan School VanEden, scribe.
of Dentistry where he was afThe Chirping Blue Birds of
filiated with Delta Sigma Delta
An Aug.

Borgman

Miss Gertrude Leenheer and
Mrs. Jessie Goorhouse are convalescing at their respective
homes.
The Women’s Mission and Aid
Circle met Thursday afternoon.
Mothers Day Program was in
charge of Mrs. R. B. Stillwell,
Sr., and Mrs. Gertrude Yntema.
Mrs. S. Richardson was hostess.
Mrs. James Kooman of Grandville visited with Mrs. H. Hall
Thursday also attending the
Circle meeting.
The Priscilla Circle will meet
at 8 p.m. Thursday evening.

He and

April 21, the 3rd grade

Raelte school met at the

Jamestown

with friends in London, Ohio.

associated since 1931

active in civic affairs in Allegan.

of our leader. Karen Hufford

Zeeland;Richard Barrett, route
Bible in Latin. This was called Friday were Nancy Hulst, 419
5; Mrs. Richard Cook and baby,
Vulgate, meaning common, it Central Ave.; (discharged same 280% East 16th St.; Mrs. Charwas for ordinary people. This day); Roland Overway, Fenn- les Cooper and baby, 930 South
was the first printed Bible ville; Paul Jekel, 177 East 10th Washington; Violet Hanson, 574
Mrs. R. B. Stilwill Sr. and (1455 A. D.). Wycliffe in 1384 St.; Coila Colebaugh,Parkview, West 22nd St.; John Israels, 140
Mrs. Roswell Stilwill were A. D. translated the whole Bible Zeeland; Lena Christians,Rest- West 29th St.; Mrs. Isaias Marguests at a coffee held at the in Anglo-Saxon,which is the haven; Todd Huskey, 691 tinez, 231 West Ninth St.; Mrs.
home of Mrs. Hilbert Hoileman parent language of modern Goldenrod;Gary Brink, 525 Ted Masters, 292 Elm St.; Dewin HudsonvilleTuesday fore- English. About 1535 Tyndale West 20th St.
ey Morris, 111 East 17th St.;
translatedthe Bible in the
noon.
Discharged Friday were Mrs. Jeanne Overkamp, 398 West
language of the people.
Wayne Groesbeck, 250^ East 16th St.
Mrs. Jack Oiobock entertainThe Geneva Bible was very 11th St.; Ruby Roberts, Fenn- Also discharged Saturday
ed several neighbors and friends
popular in England until the ville; Chester Piersma, 125 East were Monroe Prescott, Fennat her home Tuesday evening
appearance of the King James 39th St.; Mrs. Jack Dozeman ville; Richard Rasmussen, Idleat a demonstrationparty.
version which was published in and baby, 531 West 20th St.;
wood Beach; Mrs. Benjamin
Several local women attended
1607 by the command of King Mrs. Frederick McConkey and Rowan, 115 East 25th St.; Mrs.
the meeting of the missionary
James who commissioned fifty- baby, 556 Lawndale Ct.; Mrs. Frank Schmidt, 1571 Ottawa
conferenceheld at Forest Grove
four scholars to do this work. Donald Disselkoen and baby, 876 Beach Rd.; Mrs. Gerald StielReformed Church Tuesday eveThe American Standard Ver- Shadybrook Dr.; Mrs. Norman stra, 731 West Lakewood Blvd.;
ning. The meeting was in sion was published in 1901 and
charge of Mrs. D. Myaard. A the Revised Standard Version Vander Zwaag and baby, 16857 Mrs. Hilbert Sybesma, Grand
Riley; Shirley A. Lubbers, route Haven; Robert Veneklasen, 252
vocal trio sang two selections.
in 1952, and the new English 3; Diana Lynn De Feyter, 266 Cambridge;Mrs. Leslie WoltThe speaker was the Rev. Sara Bible in 1962 - only the New
Home Ave.
man, 1194 Lakeview Dr.; Stena
Williams of Hope College.
Testamenthas been finished.
Admitted Saturday were Woodwyk, 335 West 32nd St.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Bowman re- Today many modern versions
Admitted Sunday were ThomDebra David, 520 East Lake
turned to their home Monday are available.
as
Putnam, 477 Plasman; Richwood
Blvd.;
Mrs.
Herman
evening, having spent three
Brower, Hamilton; Edward ard Por, 153 North Division;
months in Florida. They spent
Vander West, 613 West 48th Peter Yonker, route 5; Mrs.
the weekend with relativesin Mrs. J.
St.; Kimberly Van Oort, 455 Easton Williams, 132 East 30th
Kentucky.
Riley St.; Carlos Watts, Fenn- St.; Mrs. William Bushee,
A few weeks ago Mr. and Mrs. Dies at
ville; Wallace Van Bemelen, Fennville; Ricky Savage, 406
Henry Ter Haar returned to
their home here after being in
Mrs. John Borgman. 58, of 448 Grand Haven; Mrs. Steven Ver West 21st St.; Mrs. William

Miss Yvonne Van Klompenberg spent the last weekend

-

VanEden, ers of pharmaceuticals. He was

Honey Bees Blue Birds of Van-

During the Great Depression other tongues, as the Spirit
beginning with the stock mar- gave them utterance.” Thev
ket collapse in 1929, the senior spoke in other languages becitizens proved to be a potent sides their own and thus many
politicalforce, as evidenced by people heard the gospel.
II. The Bible is for all manthe socalled Townsend plan to
assure them an added income ner of people. At Pentecost
of $200 per month to increase there were many Jews in Jeruthe nation’s purchasing power. salem. Some had moved there
Although never passed, the pro- to spend their last days in the
posal won a wide measure of holy city near the temple.
support. Even today, in spite Others had come to attend the
of increasing frailtiesof body, religiousfestival.All of these
their numbers alone assure people heard the disciplesspeak
that the aged are still a politi- about the "great things of
cal force. For in the last presi- God.” What were these things?
dential campaign, both parties The disciplesspoke of the
went out of the way to court things concerningJesus Christ,
their votes by promising to in- His birth, ministry, death,
crease Social Security benefits resurrection,ascensionand
to remedy an obvious inequity. what these things meant. Many
For those who in their working were converted. They returned

Congress which can vote
a 41 per cent whopping
salary increase without debate
or batting an, eye should not
be too reluctant to do the right
thing for the aged. Nor should
we who are still active hesitate
to try to make their declining
stay here among us truly golden
sunset years in fact as well as
in name.

Dawn

scribe.

-

Septuagint, meaning seventy
for it had been translated by
seventy scholars. This translation was completed about 185
B. C. and helped to prepare
the world for the coming of
Jesus. Undoubtedlythe new
convertsread the Old Testament in Greek.
Many translations of the Bible have been made. In 404
A. D. Jerome translatedthe

Fla.

Pledge of Allegiance, the Blue with the Perrigo company, a
Bird Wish, and sang our Blue family corporation, manufactur-

___

A

BOYNTON BEACH,

On April 15, the Happy Blue of the L. Perrigo Co. of Allegan,
Bird group of Lakewood school Mich., died Wednesday at Bethesda Hospital here following
held their meeting. We worked
lung surgery a week ago.
on a sewing basket said the

f

years through their productivity to their own homes and councontributed so much to our pre- tries and thus the faith was
sent prosperity deserve better scattered.
In those days there was a
treatmentthan to eke out their
lives on a mere subsistence Greek translation of the Old
level or even in some cases in Testament, it was called the

58

William L. Tripp, 58, president

sacrifice to get

i

itself

Dies at

ijy

the Bible in the language o
the neople. There are many
me Home of Am
who cannot read the
HolUad City Newi
Publlahed every
because they can’t read
(Thursday by the
Sentinel Printlnf Co. and because the Bible is not
Office. 54 • 56 West printed in their language. We
Eighth Street. Holland,
are glad that much work is
Michigan. 45423.
Second class postage paid at done in order to make it posHolland, Michigan.
sible for more people to read
and know God’s word.
W. A. Butler
Editor and Publisher
I. The Holy Spirit is ever a
work. After His resurrection
Telephone
News Items ..........
392-2314 Jesus lived and ministeredfor
Advertising
Subscriptions............. 392-1311 forty days teaching His disciThe publisher shall not be liable ples. He told His disciples to
for any error or errors in printing remain in Jerusalem and wall
any advertisingunless a proof of
such advertisingshall have been there for the coming of the
obtainedby advertiser and returned Holy Spirit. After waiting ten
by him in time for corrections with
such errors or corrections noted days the Holy Spirit came.
plainly thereon: and in such case During those ten days they
•joo^ou si pajou os Joua Ant jj prayed, "together with the
i. publishers liabilityshall not
exceed such a portion of the women and Mary the mother of
entire cost of such
ch advertisement
advc
Jesus and with His brothers.”
as the space occupied by the error
"When the day of Pentecost
bears to the whole space occupied
by such advertisement.
had come, they were all together in one place.” Pentecost
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year, 56 00; six months, was one of the three great
$3.50; three months, |1.75; single
Jewish feasts. It was a Jewish
copy, 10c. U.S.A. and possessions
subscriptionspayable in advance harvest festivaland lasted only
and^wUl be^promptly discontinued one day. Later one day was
Subscribers will confer a favor added. The discipleswere meeting in a house. Something hapor phone
pened which brought about
392-2311.
great change in the disciples.
Luke was not there but being
SEMOR CITIZEN MONTH
an
exact historian he tells it
MAY, 1969
vividly. There was the sound
Senior Citizen Month is a of a rushing wind-the wind is
traditionestablishedin May, a symbol of power. Cloven
1957. Rather than a sentimental tongues which resembled fire,
eulogy to the aging, we focus sat upon e ach one present.
the real major problem facing There was no fire, only the
them today. The incomes for resemblance of it. All were
most are fixed, but the cost of filled with the Holy Spirit and
living goes up and up.
they "began to speak with

abject poverty.

Of Allegan

/

w

Sunday, May 11
The Bible in The Language
of The People
Acts 2:1-12
By C. P. Dame

Discharged

Monday

were

Mich., resident, who moved to
Phoenix 23 years ago, died here

78y, WjUiams> 374 North
and addresses on tags and tied State, Zeeland;Mrs. Keith Kiel,
them to the balloons. We hope Byron Center; Elayne Hoek457 Huizenga, Zeeland;
someone will find them and let

Monday evening following a

tw

PHOENIX, Ariz.
James
Lappenga, former Holland,

know how far they traveled.
We are also busy gefting readv
408 Arthur; Steven
for our Fly-Up. Barbara Ann

lingering illness.
Surviving are the wife, Jean

Mrs. Robert
(Joan) Dove of Tuscon, Ariz.;
one stepdaughter, Mrs. Kenneth (Ruth) Lubbes and one
step-son,William Hommes both
of Grand Rapids, Mich.; seven
grandchildren; two brothers
Arnold and Donald both of Hol-

Bruursema, scribe.

ette; one daughter,

land; and two sisters, Mrs. Flor-

ence Berkompas and Mrs.

So-

phie Doorneweerd both of Holland.

1055

Lincoln

Ave

Lemon, 137 Highland
Zeeland Driver Cited

Velde, Carl Andreasen and L. A. Wade. Pictured in the second

row are (left to right) Jack Smith, Charles Cooper, John Donnelly, Edgar Hekman, Roger Rietberg, Fred Coleman, James
Lugers, Dr. Carl Cook, Donald Crawford,Robert Wolbrink and
Bruce Mikula. *
(Holland Photography photo)

«

Jonge, 420 Huizei

land; Wilmer
27th St.

Dunk

Ottawa county sheriff’sdeputies cited Carol De Jonge, 22 of
420 Huizenga St., Zeeland, for
Community Hospital in E
_ « «
failing to stop in an assured las reports two __
new babie
clear distance after the car she son, Wayne Lee, was b
-—
woo u
was driving collided with one Sunday to Mr. and Mrs.
t

APPRECIATION PLAQUES— Plaques were presented to 14
Rotariansin appreciation for their service to Rotary and the
community at the club’s weekly meeting Thursday. Receiving the plaques were (first row, left to right) L. C. Dalman,
A. J. Buys, C. Neal Steketee, Randall Bosch, Dr. Otto van der

De

10
*

•

*

driven by Robert Patrick liam Harris, route 2, S o
Prieur, 42, of Fraser, at 3:53 Haven; a daughter, Tan
p.m. Thursday on M-21 one- bom today to Mr. and
quarter mile west of 112th Ave. John Davis, route 2, Fenn
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of the teacher.Followihg her example, the right
flag went up, then the left, followed by a whirl-around and
then a march. All this in time
to music in front of a life-size
rections

Reporter Visits Soviet
Dentist,

1969

Grade School

(Editors’ note: This is the training to become a dentist.
second report from our Wash- Yes, she was paid the same as
ington correspondentEsther the men dentists.Her daughter
Van Wagoner Tufty, on the in- was her dental assistant. She
augural flight and tour to Soviet reminded me that 80 per cent
Union arranged by Vacation of the doctors in the Soviet
West with Overseas National Union are women.
Airways and the Soviet Intour- As we were leaving, she patist Travel agency.)

Engaged

Wilcox-Beyer

Vows Spoken

picture of Lenin.

In

Do the Communist teachers
spank the children who don’t
mind?

Miss Dawn Elaine Beyer and
Donald James Wilcox were
united in marriage Saturday

With a smile, Mrs. Tvanovora,
said “sometimes the children
come to kindergartenspoiled
by father and mother and es-

ted Mrs. Blair's cheek and adpecially by grandmother...and
vised her to complete some denso he wants to do what he wants
tistry which Mrs. Blair had to do.”
postponed.
“We do not beat them, but if
How much did this cost? Nothglories of Old Russia... for exa child will not eat, for example,
ample, the 11th century St. ing, although Mrs. Blair’s huswe segregate him to a bare taSophia Cathedral here in Kiev... band made a strong effort to
ble and don’t serve him.. .close
but only a determinedAmerican pay.
by at another table, covered by
The second experience, separvisitor manages to see what
a table cloth, he can see other
ate from the group’s program,
life is like in new Russia.
children are enjoying their
Not speaking Russian makes took me to a child care center.
meal." The school is financed
It
could
be
called
a
Soviet
verindividual explorationsalmost
by the RegionalDepartment of
impossible and the Intourist sion of the current Headstart
Education, with the government
USA
program.
guides are disciplined to keep
providing 80 per cent of the
City CounciI son' recor(lmg secretary; Mrs. Richard visitorson the approved sightNew Russia can brag that ilcost. Teachers are trained escnowi
installedWednesday evening
Grossnickle, treasurer;Mrs Richard Van
Iseeing program laid on for each literacy is outlawed, yet no atpecially for the instruction of
day of this two- week visit. Of tempt is made to show tourists
the pre-school child and there
course there is plenty to see of anything of the Communist edis one teacher to every 10 chilhistone importance on the ap- ucational achievements.
dren,
which is a better ratio
lured (left to right) are Mrs. William Patter- ponding secretary.
Quietly Louise Jordan, an exproved schedule such as the
(Joel’sphoto)
than can be claimed in most
ecutive secretary of First NaPechersky monastery.
such child care centers in the
But in this capital of the tional Bank of New York City,
United States. Teacher’s salary
Ukraine on the Dneiper River, I and I .were given an Intourist
R.
Jr.
is the same as received by
was denied a request to see one guide to make a visit at one
teachers of higher grades.
of their new factoriesas an ex- of the most delightful,apparto
A doctor and nurse are in atample of great industrial pro- ently well-run, school for chiltendance.
gress made by the Soviet Union dren from three to seven years
It is believed, we were told,
The four local chapters of Tau as president; Mrs. Hann,
since the revolution.The guide of age.
Beta Sigma Phi City Council Theta Alpha, vice president; Robert Wolbrink Jr., son of told me “we do let some for- As we approached we could “a child brought up with other
joined together to celebrate the Mrs. William Patterson,Eta Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wolbrink, eigners into our factories but see happy, rosy-cheekedchil- children is much brighter and
38th anniversaryof the organi- Gamma, recording secretary; 191 West 12th St., has been ap- only experts.”
dren in the play-ground, which more adaptable than a child
zation’s founding at a banquet Mrs. Jewel Graves, Theta Al- pointed to Annapolis Naval
Again in this police-state,I was cleverly designed. At the growing up in just the family
Wednesday evening at Point pha, correspondingsecretary; Academy at Annapolis, Md. The was bewilderedby the refusal side of the swimming pool was circle. He is not such an egotist

afternoon at the Hamilton Re-

formed Church.

By Esther Van Wagoner Tufty
KIEV, USSR (Delayed)—The
Communistsshow tourists the

we

at

Beta Sigipa Phi

Has

Founder's Banquet

Wolbrink

Appointed
Naval

The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Beyer of
route 5 and the groom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Wilcox of Algonac.
The Rev. John Nieuwsma officiated at the 2 p.m. rites
while Robert J. Wilcox provided

the organ music and Wayne
Tanis was soloist.
The bride, given in marriage
father, chose an A-line
gown of French faille with VenThe Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth ice lace banding on the skirt,
Hartgerink of Willmar, Minn., short sleeves and the panel

by her

Miss Marcia Jein Hartgerink

announce the engagement of

train. Her elbow-length veil of
their daughter, Marcia Jean, to imported illusionwas held by
Larry Hill, son of Bernice Hill a cluster of faille roses on a
of Platte, S.D.
plateau of Venice \ lace. She
June wedding is being carried a bouquet of white

A

(

Chrysanthemums,white pom-

planned.

pons and yellow statis.

The Hartgerinksare former
Holland residents.

Miss Marva Beyer, wearing
an A-line street-lengthgown of
soft mint green satin, was maid
of honor. Her headress was a
mint green satin bow with a
double layer veil. She carried
a large yellow chrysanthemum.

Academy

to see the inside of an apart- the figure of a life-size elephant and is better prepared for
Mrs. Grossnickle, Eta Gamma,
Thirty-eightyears ago the treasurer and advisor for next
ment building. I wanted to grasp ready to delight young swim- school, where he will stay all
first chapter of the sororitywar, year will be Mrs. Van Haver,
some idea of the living condi- mers with a spurt of water from the time with other children.”
formed in Abiline, Kan. and Eta Gamma.
tions of Russian people, who his trunk. A doll house was
There is no PTA, but “moththere are now approximately
mostly are housed in apart brightly decorated and there ers come and work here freMrs. Cunningham then lead
9,100 chapters and 200,000 mem- the membership in the closing
ments. Yet the Soviets can be were tty . usual swings and quently, and the teacherslisenl of the kind found on ten to the suggestions given by
bers in the United States, Can- ritual and Mizpah.
proud of their record of rebuild- equipmenl
ada and 15 foreign countries.
ing this city which was 40 per any American school grounds. parents'’
Entertainment for the evening
Mrs. Richard Van Haver, was provided by the Madrigal
cent destroyed by the Nazis. Rain and snow isn't allowed to
As we left, we watched Chief
president of City Council, wel- Singers of Holland High School,
New and old apartments line interferewith outdoor activities, Maria smile at a group of laughcomed all the members, Mrs. under the direction of Harvey
every street, yet apparently the because there were two partly ing children and understood
Gordon Cunningham, president Meyer. They presented six
government is apprehensive that covered shelters gayly painted. when she said, “They are all
Xi Beta Tau, lead the opening numbers.
The school principal,or rath- my grandchildren.”
non-Soviets will find the conritual, and Mrs. Dqn Hann,
er
“chief” Maria Tvanovora,
struction
sub-standard
and
the
The message from Walter W.
president,Theta Alpha, said Ross, the founder of Beta Sigma
conveniencesand comforts in- was a grandmother type and Deputies Issue Ticket
the Beta Sigma Phi grace.
side each apartment compare really did have a 10-month-old
Phi, was given by Mrs. DunFor Careless Driving
Following the banquet Mrs. widdie.
unfavorably with American granddaughter.
Hannas Meyers introduced and
homes. The guide would answer Three times “the purpose”of
Chairman and co-chairman
Ottawa county sheriff’sdepft
welcomed the new members of for the event were Mrs. Warren
all our questions about housing, the school mostly for working
uties cited Calvin P. Van Taeach chapter,who were from Diekma and Mrs. Dunwiddie.
but not let us see for ourselves. mothers was told: How to make
Eta Gamma, Mrs. Jack WeathWe were told a Soviet citizen children healthy and to teach tenhove, 18, of 3017 120th St.,
erbee, and from Theta Alpha,
pays only 4 per cent of his sal- them how and what to learn. for careless driving, after the
Mrs. James DeVoe, Mrs. Mun(The second objective had a car he was driving went out of
ary for his living quarters.
roe George, Mrs. Rawleigh KerBut I did break away from Communist implication to us). control on Felch St. 300 feet
78
ber, Mrs. Robert Pitt, Mrs. Dies at
the rigid program twice, and During this conducted tour of west of US-31 and struck two
Robert Wolbrink Jr.
James Sutherland and Mrs.
saw two aspects of life in Soviet the School 601 of the 730 such mailboxesand a newspaper box
Mrs. Melva M. Crowle, 78, of appointmentwas made through Union, both reflecting some child care centers in Kiev, we Saturday.
David Lightfoot,a transferee.
credit, at least on the efficien- saw the classrooms dining room,
She also announced the pro- 115 East 25th St., widow of Cong. Guy Vander Jagt.
Deputies said the car slid
gression to the next degree of
sleeping quarters for morning sideways for 120 feet before
cy,
of
the
government.
James Crowle, was found dead Wolbrink who will be graduMrs. Richard Grossnickle, Mrs.
A toothachesuffered by an and afternoonnaps. We hap- coming to rest in a ditch. Van
at her home Sunday morning. ating from Holland High School
Van Haver, Mrs. Hann, Mrs.
American
woman on this first- ened to witness a drill where Tatenhove escaped injury. The
this year will be leaving for the
Roger Hattem, Mrs. Ernest Accordingto deputy medical ex- Academy on June 30.
of-its kind tour, was responsible each child with a red flag in right side of the 1962 car was
Wenzel, Mrs. Robert Hampson aminer, Dr. E. Vander Berg,
each hand responded to the di- reported damaged.
for one adventure.
He is a member of the Nato Zi Beta Tau and Mrs. Henry Mrs. Crowle had had a heart
Mrs. Ray Blair, of New Rochtional Honor Society, served in
Mast to Preceptor Tau. She also ailment and apparently suffered
elle, N.Y., was understandably
the Student Council and has been
introduced a guest from James- a heart attack Saturday eveapprehensive...she feared may
active in football and track. He
town, N.Y., who has recently ning.
be the stolid Russianstook the
is a member of the Varsity
paid of drilling without novomoved to Holland, Mrs. Phyllis She was born in Holland and
Club, the Chemistry Club and
had lived here all her life. Her
Vargo.
caine. One doesn’t just telephone
served as a Junior Rotarian. He
Highlights of the year’s husband died May 14, 1968. She
a dentist and make an appointalso was a representative to
events in each chapter were was a member of First United
ment here in the Soviet Union.
WolverineBoys State,
A special Intourist guide took
given. Mrs. Richard Cartier MethodistChurch and of MothHe is a member of the First Mrs. Blair and her husband to
and Mrs. Lloyd Dunwiddie pre- ers of World War II. She was
sented Theta Alpha; Mrs. Ro- state hospital representative for United Methodist Church of Hol- a government clinic and I

Miss Jackie Beyer, bridesmaid, was dressed identically
to the maid of honor.

West.

m

'

iii

Age

Afternoon

Don King served

groom as

the

man along with John Webb,
groomsman; Larry Beyer and
best

Bill Wilcox, ushers.

A reception was held at the
Hamilton Reformed Church.
Master and mistressof ceremonies were Mr. and Mrs. John
Coughlin of East Detroit.
Following the reception, the
newlyweds left for a honeymoon
to Chicago.When they return
they will reside at 1006 Osborne.

Miss Joan Edith

Gumming

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas G.
Gumming of Manitowoc, Wis.,
announce the engagement of
their daughter,Joan Edith, to
Larry Jay Alofs, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe M. Alofs of route 2.

Kalamazoo.
The bride is an honors graduate of Western Michigan University and is presently teaching in Kalamazoo. The groom
has recently completed service
in the U.S. Air Force and is
presently employed at First National Bank of Kalamazoo.

Miss Gumming received her
Bachelor Degree from Michigan State University and is
continuing there for her Masters Degree. Mr. Alofs will be
graduated in June from Michigan State with a B.S. degree in
physics.

A June

Collide at Intersection
Cars driven by Ronald Lee
Edmonds, 20, of Oak Grove.
Mich., and Theodore S. Drooger, 16, of 6536 146th Ave., col-

lided at the intersection of
Eighth St. and Columbia Ave.
wedding is being at 3:06 p.m. Saturday,according to Holland police who cited
Edmonds for making an im-

planned.

proper left

turn.

The big
man's plan

i

bert Hampson, Eta Gamma;
Mrs. Robert Long, Xi Beta Tau;
and Mrs. Jerome Hurtgen and
Mrs. Howard Poll presented
Preceptor Tau.
The prize for the evening was
won by Mrs. Herb Johnson.
Special recognition was given
,

to

each

charter’s “Girl of the

the Veterans Facility in Grand land.
Rapids and was a charter mem-

ber and twice president of the
Holland Unit No. 36. She was a
Past Noble Grand of the Rebekahs and had served as treasurer for many years. She was
also a Gray Lady for the Rea

tagged along. That Mrs. Blair

was a

non-Soviet citizen made

Tulip City Rock

Club
Holds Regular Meeting

no difference in the procedure.
She got a number at the reception desk and waited in line like

Approximately 90 members
and guests were present at a

the others.

The dentist, a motherly womeeting of the Tulip City Rock man in her 50s, worked in a
Cross.
Club, held in the Exhibition room where several dentists
Surviving are three sons, Ber- Room of the Civic Center Wed- were taking cere of other panard H. Rowan and Ben Rowan nesday evening. Plans were tients in a line-up of chairs.
both of Holland and Gilbert finalized for the field trip to Mrs. Blair, however, was taken

Year,” the girl whom the members feel has contributed the
most toward her chapter’s progress. Receiving these special Rowan of Montague; one Sylvania, Ohio, on May 10, with to the last chair in the line-up
awards were Mrs. Richard Car- daughter,Mrs. Robert (Doris) the bus leaving the Civic Cen- separated by a white curtain.
tier, Theta Alpha; Mrs. Warren Mollenhauerof Tujunga, Calif.; ter at 7 a. m. Prizes were award- The Intourist guide interpreted
Diekema, Eta Gamma; Mrs. 10 grandchildren; seven great- ed to Bette Smith, Marguerite instructions from the dentist
Herb Johnson, Xi Beta Tau; grandchildren; two brothers, Weippert, June Wendt, and “Open your mouth wider” and
so on through the ordeal. The
and Mrs. Bill Turpin, Precep- Roy Hunt of Flint and Charles Ralph Brouwer.
Hunt of Toledo, Ohio; and two
tor Tau.
Chet Smith introduced the dentists criticized,through the
Installationof the new City sisters, Mrs. Jessie Stoel of Hol- guest speaker, Dr. Richard guide, the American dentistwho
Council officers followed: Mrs. land and Mrs. Edwin (Hazel) Lefebvre, assistant professor of had filled Mrs. Blair’s tooth
Frank Bronson, of Preceptor Houck of Hastings.
geology at Grand Valley State with both silver and gold. This,
College, who presented a group she claimed, caused a chemical
of slides depicting the earliest reaction which might have been
geologicalformations of the the reason why the filling fell
out.
various continents.
The following new members When the job was done, Mrs.
were welcomed into the club, Blair had nothing but praise for
the Fred Bertsch family, Mr. the workmanship of the dentist

and Mrs. Frank Perkins,Mr. who “used a very fast drill
and Mrs. Richard Hoedema, which hurt less and got it over
Mrs. Anita Green and Donald in a hurry.”
Afterwards I talked to the
Lappinga.
Refreshmentswere served by dentist, who didn’t hesitate
Mrs. Charles Rorick and Mrs. about answering questions. It
Gordon Boone.
took her five years of special

You’re a big man on your job,

Miss Marilyn Marie Eisen

but you’re an even bigger

The engagement of Miss Marilyn Marie Eisen to James Edward Woltjer has been announced by her paernts, Mr. and
Mrs. Casper Eisen of 6071 Lake
Michigan Dr. Mr. Woltjer is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Woltjer

man

to your family.Better

tee me about our “Executiva

Protector” Plan. Designed
for big men with big futurts.

of Hudsonville.

An
FIESTA QUEEN— Miss Francis Trevino (right), daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jacobo Trevino, 120 Walnut St., and a student at West Ottawa High School, queen of the Latin
American Fiesta, is shown receiving her trophy from Mrs.
Stuart Padnos, representative of the American Association
of University Women, at ceremonies Saturday night at the
Holland Armory. Miss Trevino was crowned by 1968 queen
Sally Martinez. The queen and her court, consisting of Miss
Rita Ramirez,Miss Nelda Perez, Miss Adelita Beltran and
Miss Delia Vasquez, will ride on the Latin American float
during Tulip
(Sentinel photo)

Time.

early fall wedding

is

planned.

Firemen Extinguish

Two Cars

Fires in

Holland firemen extinguished
two car fires Saturday.
At 10:15 a.m. they were
called to 17th St. and Plasman
Ave. where the Ben Hoeve car
was burning. A muffler too
close to the floor of the 1953
model car caused a floor mat

BOB

CHET

FREERS BAUMANN
AGENT

AGENT
Your Stato

Farm

Your Slat* Farm

family iniuranco family inauranc*

to ignite.

man

At 10:25 a.m. gas exploded in
the carburetor of the J. De
Jongh car at 268 East 11th St.,
causing about $100 damage.

PHONES
396-8294 and 392-8133
24

East 9th St.

Miss Telgenhof Engaged
To Herb

Vandenbroek

I stati faimI State Firm

Mr. and Mrs. W. Telgenhof
of 134 East 17th St. announce
the engagement of their daughter, Beth, to Herb Vandenbroek, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Vandenbroek of Cypress,

tfSl
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need

know about

insurance.

STATE FARM LIFE INSURANCECOMFANft
OFFICE: ILOOMINCTON,
IlllNOl*

mi

Calif.

Both are attending college
Sioux Center, Iowa.
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Holland High

TV Quiz Team
Our team of Jim Leenhouti,
Katrina Van Lente, Vic Folkert,
and Steve Zonnebelt(substitutingfor

DOWNTOWN GARDEN SPOT—

Mrs. Larry Dorgelo, an

employe of First National Bank, today admired the floral
border along the serpentine wall of recently vacated property on the north side of Eighth St. just west of the bank.
Beyond the wall lies parking area. Here is an example of
downtown beautificationthat brings joy to the heart of any
gardener. With weekend temperatures in the high 70's,
tulips have been bursting into bloom in advance of the Tulip

Time

festivalMay

Paul

Overbeek,injured in school baseball pracice)won

14-17,

(Sentinel photo)

—

FIRE DESTROYS CAR
Holland firemen inspect this car
that burst into flames on impact and was completely
destroyed in the two-car collisionthat occurred at M-21 and
120th Ave. at 8 a.m. Friday. The driver, Travis Miller
Randolph, 25, of Saugatuck, was released from Holland
Hospital after treatment of puncture wounds to both knees
and multiplelacerations and abrasions. The rear of the
second car is seen in the foreground. It was driven by Martin

Joseph Mayer, 54, of route 2, Fennville,who was reportedly
going south on 120th and pulled out in front of the Randolph
car going east on M-21. Mayer complained of minor injuries,
but did not require hospital treatment. Holland firemen
answered the call because both vehicles landed in Holland
city property although impact occurredin Holland township.

.

Ottawa county sheriff'sdeputies are

investigating.
(Sentinel photo)

a big way on WZZM-TVs High School Quit Bowl
week. They take on a new challenger

this

In

last

Thursday

night at 7:30. let’s all be watching and wishing them
the best.

HOLLAND MOTOR EXPRESS, INC.
Gener.l Office. Holl.nd. Mlchlam

THE HOLLAND CITY

Jane A. Kouw Becomes

NEWS, THURSDAY, MAY

• s1* applications for
totalin« $27-673
with City

SifUedT kst W€ek

Building InspectorJack Lang-

1969

Zeeland
The Zeeland Women’s

Bride of Keith. H. Abel

8,

Park Township Issues
35 Building
Permits
hitiMhiif

All

Church Choir, under the direcJohn Boeve, will be
singing at the Sunday evening
service of the Faith Reformed
Church. The choir will also sing
during the song service.
The Boy Scouts met on Monday evening at the Second Reformed Church.
G. J. Van Hoven has been released from the Zeeland Hospition of Mrs.

ThirtV.fivA building permits r»- _____ IT. «
Thirty-five
Reserve No. 1 Waukazoo,2-story
totaling $404,580 were issued in with attachedgarage, $55,000;
Park township during April by self, contractor.
the township building inspector Robert Rose, 1593 Waukazoo
Arthur F. Sas.
Dr., replace front windows,

Includedwere 16 new homes $500; self, contractor.
Vincent Wildman, 2494 Crest
totaling $319,800, garages for
$7,765; additions and remodel- Dr., remodel bathroom and
ing, $16,250, and one commercial kitchen, $400; Harvin Zoerhof,
contractor.
building for $54,325.
Gerald Sterenberg,lots 127.
Permits follow:

tal.

feldt in City Hall.

The Cadets

Fifteen applications were
taken oiit by Sears for fence
permits for the foUowing:

of

the Haven

Christian Reformed Church will

SHOWS PLAQUE— Ottawa County Civil Defense Director Glen
Tunmer shows a certificateof merit lauding the county’s
medical self-helptraining program to Mrs. Howard Dorgelo

have mass meetings at Haven
Church on May 5 and May 10.
The boys will be having a
campout on May 23 and 24.

wP

CitLAirPort» 1581 WashWilliam Wesse^ ^7 Harrison,$300; Gard2L Wiermga, 460 Washington.

Mrs. Dorgelo is coordinator of the program. The award was
made Wednesday during the State Civil Defense Directors’
Conferenceat Taylor. It was one of three presentedin the

Leo Gasper, 1519 South Shore
Dr., interior remodeling, $1,250;
Jerald De Frell, contractor.

126 and

Park

%

of 125 Lakewood

Subdivision,

3

bedroom

ranch with attached garage,

$21,000; self, contractor.
Sea-esta Dr.,
Martin De Jong, N 37 Ft. of
chain link fence, $200; self, con- lot 68 and S 58 ft. of lot 67, Laketractor.
wood Park Subdivision, 3 bedFred Bertsch, 149 Crestwood room ranch with attached gar-

Jim Cook, 268

The Parents of the Cadets have,
been invited to attend a banquet
jJOO; Landis P. Zylman, 16
on May 12 at 6:30 p.m.
(Sentinelphoto)
Dr., swimming pool, $5,290; Gar- age, $21,000;self, contractor.
St., $300; Milton
The women of Haven ChrisWoodm 330 West 13th St., $150;
ter Pools, Inc., contractor.
tian Reformed Church toured
Richard Baker, 16086 Greenh
Kleinhekselof the Roosevelt
the Booth Memorial Hospital on
David Klaasen, lot 71, Wauka- St., 2-stall garage,,$1,200
I r; self
i«.MuSer' 84
St.,
School, Mrs. Edward Ho(fman|r ir 11
I1W; Raymond A. West, 169
Tuesday evening.
zoo Woods Subdivision, 4-bed- Contractor.
East Sixth St., $100.
room 2-story with attached Hubert Timmer, 1770 Van
The Rev. Leonard Hofman of and Miss Bea Smith of Lincoln
Other Sears fence permits
garage, $27,000; self, contractor. Blvd., attached garage, $1,165
the Ridgewood ChristianRe- and Tom Bloemsma and Ken |r
are for R. Prins, 27 East 27th
formed Church will be the Louis of the Middle School. 15
Ned Me Laughlin, 208 North self, contractor.
*187; Harry Daubenspeck.
guest speaker at the Men’s FelOttawa
County
Civil Defense Lakeshore Dr., guest house,
Gordon Schamper, lot 30, Ro
Clean Up Day will be held at
308 West 23rd St, $120; Ed "Bar
$7,300; Willis Witteveen, con- ling Acres Subdivision, 3 bee
lowship Breakfaston Saturday,
Camp
Geneva
on May 10 at 8 Director Glen Timmer received tractor.
nes, 374 West OXOt
31st fcJl.y
St.. vOOO
$655;
May 3, at 6:30 a.m. A full course
room ranch with attached gai
a.m. Men who can help with a certifichteof merit at the
Henry Van Huis, 35 West 40th
Vander Leek Builders, lot 61, age, $18,000;self, contractor.
breakfast has been planned.
State
Civil
Defense
Directors'
this work are welcome to ati245; First Baptist Church,
Men of all the Zeeland Churches tend for the day.
Robert Bell, 4665 168th Ave
conference held in Taylor Wed- Waukazoo Woods Subd., 3 bed173 West 16th St., $125; Bert
are invited to attend.
room ranch with attached gar- barn, $750; self, contractor.
nesday.
Harry Derks has been in the
Knmwyk, 209 East Eighth
The annual hostess supper of
Van Wieren Builders, lot 3
The award, one of three made age, $21,000; self, contractor.
St., $196; SUnley Jacoos, 279
Haven Christian Reformed Holland Hospitalfor eye sur- in Michigan,was given in rec Lewis Vande Bunte, 1912 Pop- Meadows Subdivision, 4 bee
West 18th St., $145; Ernest
Church will be held on Tuesday gery. He is presently making his ognition of outstanding perform- lar St., remodel bathroom,$500; room tri-level with attache
self, contractor.
Lewis, 662 Midway, $335
evening, May 6, at 6:30 p.m. home with his daughterin Kalagarage $22,000;self, contractoi
ance in 1 edical self-helptrainNelson Bosman, 100 Lakeshore Dr. Arnold Dood, Lot 4, Hem
Other applications follow:
This years’ supper will be pot- mazoo.
ing.
luck.
Dr., remodeling, $300; self, con- veld’s Supervisor Pat 9, Eagle
Robert Hafer, 600 Elmdale
Mrs. David Vander Hill preThe plaque was presentedto
Ct., kitchen remodeling, $500;
Carl Heetderks now lives at sented the special music at the Timmer by Dr. Douglas H. tractor.
crest, remodeling, $2,000; Da\
self, contractor.
Peter Staal, lot 21, Heneveld id Holkeboer, contractor.
532
East Central Ave.
Sunday evening service of the
Fryer, director of DevelopmentSupervisorPlat No. 2, garage,
Keith Nieboer, 238 Hope Ave.,
Teresa Van Dyke is a patient First Reformed Church. She
al Services, Michigan Depart$2,000; Post and Kleinjans, conis from the OveriselChristian
in the Holland Hospital.
extend garage, remodel breezement of Public Health.
tractor.
way roof, $1,200; Bill Boersma,
Sgt. William Haiker of the Reformed Church.
Mrs. Howard Dorgelo, Ottawa
contractor.
Ottawa County Sheriffs DeparlMiss Rachel Boer was the County Civil Defense Medical Henry P. Kleis, part lot 4,
Heneveld Supervisor Plat No.
ment is directing the training guest speaker at the Sunday eveCharles Leach, 764 CleveSelf-Help coordinator,reports 19, 3 bedroom ranch with atland, panel recreationroom,
for "Operation Watchdog” of the ning RCYF meeting of First
that 1,224 participants received tached garage, $16,000;Bouwer,
$300; self, contractor.
local Civil Defense Department. Reformed. She spoke on "ReThe annual businessmeeting member Now Thy Creator in medical self-help training dur- the Builder,contractor.
John Fisher, 765 Columbia
ing the past school year. Of
Percy Osborne, 686 Park Ave.,
of
the Zeeland Women’s Classi- the Days of Thy Youth.”
Ave., aluminum siding, $800,
this number, 919 were students chain link fence, $200; self, conself, contractor.
cal Union of the Reformed
Hie Youth director of the from the local schools.
tractor.
Three persons have filed p
Church will be held on Friday,
Harold Arens, 971 Central
Mrs. Keith Howard Abel
First Reformed Church, RodSchools participatingin mediWilliam Tamminga, Jr., part titionsfor positionson the He
May 23, at 1 p.m,. in the Fenn- ger Slag, will be making family
Ave., fence, $75; self, contrac(Van Putten photo)
cal self-help this year were SWV4 SWV4 Sec. 10, 3 bedroom land Board of Education June
tor.
Palms and white mums ac-i Venice daisies. Her colonial ville Reformed Church.
calls on Tuesday and Thursday
Spring Lake Junior High, ranch with attached garage, at the annual school electio
Mrs. Herman Den Herder is evening this week.
Mrs. A. Bouman, 1250 Beach, cented with pink snapdragons bouquet of white daisies accentSpring Lake Catholic,Grand $18,000;self, contractor.
Two positionsare for four-ye
tho
KsmlrrymnnH
i*>
__ & _____
a
patient
in
the
Holland
Hospiadd bedroom and open deck nrAVlHfkH
provided the backgroundin Dim- ed with pink sweetheartroses.
Mrs. Adrian Newhouse will Haven Junior High, Holland
Brian Hyma, lots 21, 22 and fere
Eerms and one is for a one-ye
porch, $3,200; Ed Harrington, nent Memorial Chapel Friday Michael Fiteny was best man
contractor.
The Rev. Herman Ridder was lead the Bible study of the Cathohc, CoopersvilleHigh, 23 Hollywood Subd., 2 bed- term. •
at 8:15 p.m. for the marriage and ushers were David Abel
Ladies Aid on Thursday after- Seventh Day Adventist and room ranch, $12,000; self, conSeeking the four-year terr
J. V. K. Corp, 531 West 17th of Jane Anne Kouw, daughter brother of the groom t and Rob- the guest pastor at the Sunday
noon at First Reformed.
Zeeland High.
tractor.
are Mrs. Kay MacKenzie, w!
St., parking lot, West Shore of Mrs. Marian Kouw of 3% 5th ert Kouw Jr., cousin of the morning service of the Second
Reformed Church. The Rev. Arie Van Dyke will be showing Other county schools conduct- Mary Sharp, lot 62 Heneveld was appointed last year to f
ConstructionCo., contractor
Ave. and Wilbur E. Kouw, to bride.
Harry Glatz, 77 West Ninth Keith Howard Abel, son of Mr. A reception was held at the John Nordstrom assisted with pictures of their trip to Taiwan ed these classes last year and Resub. of Macatawa Park, re- a vacancy, and Rudy Fojtik
the morning worship service and their visit with their chil- will include medical self-help pair front porch and genera! Federal district. Harvey But
St., aluminum siding on gar- and Mrs. Henry Abel Jr. of
First United MethodistChurch.
who has served as a memb
Schr
and was in charge of the eve- dren, the Rev. and Mrs. Row- hi the 1969-1970 school year. A repairs, $5,500; David Schrotenage, $475; Alcor, Inc., contrac- Jcnison.
The Misses Deborah Delp and
land Van Es, at the May 5 total of 185 adults and 70 Boy boer, contractor.
tor.
for eight years is not seekii
ning
worship
service.
The bride was escorted to the Gail Peele presided at the punch
Hugh Koops of Western Semin- meeting of the Men’s Brother- Scouts attended evening cours- Brian Driscoll, James St., 3 reelection.
S. I. Sherman. 121 East 25th altar by the Rev. William C.
bowl and Miss Merry Jean
Robert Gosselaar, of 696 Mic
ary was the leader of the hood. Wives have also been in- es, and 50 adults attending bedroom ranch with attached
St., box in eaves, $960; Alcor, Hillegonds who officiatedat the
Kouw had charge of the guest
vited to attend the meeting.
Inc., contractor.
Teacher
Workshops
held
on
Red
Cross first aid courses also garage, $17,000; self, contractor. igan Ave., who operates the IG
double * ring ceremony. Miss book. Mr. and Mrs. Stuart
Tuesday at Second Reformed
receivedthis training in addi- Gilbert Lamar, N 132 ft of lot Food Basket, is seeking the on
Walter De Vries, 77 East 31st Gwenn Bailey was organist.
Schaftenaar were master and
tion
to the standard Red Cross 134 Essenburg No. 4 Subd., 3 year term.
St., eaves and garage, $900; Bruce Foimsma was trumpeter.
mistress of ceremonies.
bedroom ranch with attached Last day for filing petitioi
Matt Duven led the
Buttenmiller
first aid course.
Alcor, Inc., contractor.
The bride wore a floor-length The bride is a graduate of
Wednesday evening prayer
James Pollack,681 South sheath gown of candlelightlinen
The supplies and films for garage, $17,000; self, contractor, for candidates is May 12 at
West Ottawa High School and group at the Second Reformed
p.m.
Shore Dr., aluminum siding, featuringthree dimensional
medical self-help are supplied
1118
attended Kendall School of De- Church.
Besides the three posts, vc
$1,450; Alcor, Inc., contractor. Venice lace edging on the short
by the Michigan Department of Blvd”
gara8e and “tersign and Hope College. The The Guild for Christian Serat
James Van Lente, 114 Ard- sleeves,empire bodice and douHeallh, Education and Welfare,
Health,
Welfare
re.modeling! t7’500! Harold ers also will decide on a ha
groom was graduated from vice of Second Reformed will be
mill levy for three years ft
more, fence, $100; self, con- ble brush train. The chapel
and are available to qualified Langejans,contractor.
Hope
College and is presestly having a mother and daughter Cynthia Buttenmiller, a Hope
Justin Scholten, lots 28 and operating the Holland Commu
tractor.
instructors
from
the
Ottawa
length mantilla was also trim- teaching in Crown Point, Ind.
College freshman from Walled
29 Edgewood Subdivision,3 ity Swimming Pool.
banquet on Tuesday, May 6, at
Jesse Smith, 351 West 19th med with Venice lace. She carLake, won first place honors in County Civil Defense Office.
After a short wedding trip the 6 p.m.
bedroom ranch with attached Last day on which persoi
St., paneling and general reried a colonialbouquet of white newlyweds will make their home
the William J. Meengs Speech The course prepares the in- garage, $13,500; Marvin Watermay register with either the
Women of the Second Remodel, $450; self, contractor. roses centered with pink sweetcontest Thursday with the pres- dividual to maintain health and way, contractor.
in Griffith, Ind.
township or city clerk is Frida
formed Church will be having a
LeRoy Essenburg,673 Graaf- hearts.
alleviate
suffering
in
the
event
Pre - nuptial showers were retreat at the Vanden Heuvel entation "Evolution.”
Maynard Stoel, lots 91 and 92 May 9. Persons already regi
schap Rd., vinyl siding, $1,.
of a nuclear attack or other
given by Mrs. Stuart Schaften cottage on June 3, at 9:30 a.m.
Competition is held each
Lake Park Subd., 3 bedroom tered need not reregister.
350; Bitterner Home Moderniz- Miss Susan Bosman, maid of
disaster when professional medsemester
between
students
of
ranch
with attached garage,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Gras
will
honor,
wore
a
floor-length
gown
William
De
Haan,
Holland school district lies
ing Co., contractor.
ical assistance is not available.
$18,000; self, contractor.
Holland city with parts in He
Ma™“. Geertman, Mrs. be celebrating their 57th wed- the different sections of the
Theodore Vanden Berg, 223 of shell Dink savetta fabric with
college’s fundamentalspeech
Park Service Co., NWtt SWV, land township, Park townsh
ding anniversaryon May 2.
Calvin, finish hall, bath and
classes. Dr. William Schrier of
Sec.
15, commercial building, and Laketown township. Persoi
Pvt.
David
L.
Beukema
has
closets, $500; self, contractor.
$54,325; Dell Construction Co., inside the city may regish
a new address. It is now US the speech department coordiCarl Miller, 402 Wildwood,
contractor.
54993384, Co. E 1BN, 3rd Bde, nates the competition.
with the city clerk in City Ha!
repair fire damage, $5,000;
Holds
Larry
White,
freshman
William Tammings, Sr., 1563 Addresses for Holland townsh
Fort
Polk,
Louisiana
71459.
Lankheet Construction, contracLakewood Blvd., attached gar- clerk is 373 North 120th Ave
The Zeeland Christian School from Selkirk, N. Y., finished
tor.
age, $1,000; self, contractor.
1969-70
kindergartenenrollment second with a speech entitled
Laketown township clerk,
Paul Koeman, 162 West
and mother’s tea will be held "The Military-Industrial Com- The Women’s Guild for Chris- Wynand Wichers, 3327 Lake- West 48th St., and Park t<
Ninth St., panel den, $150;
on Wednesday, May 7, at 3 p.m. plex.”
tian Sendee of Central Park shore Ave., extend bathroom, ship clerk, 1583 Jerome.
Lankheet Construction, contracJudges
of
the
contest
were
The
National
Honor
Society
in
the
Haven
Christian
Reformtor.
Reformed fchurch held their an- $200; Martin Witteveen, conSponsors of the society ere
Rev. Lambert of the Hope fac- nual Mother-Daughterdinner on tractor.
ed
Church.
Children
must
be
of
Holland
High
School
held
Don Rietman, 43 East Eighth
Mrs. Russell Vrieling and Miss
ulty and speech majors Nancy Tuesday evening at the Middle
12
Willie Walker, 3475 Butternut Scout
five before Dec. 1 to enroll.
St., panel walls, $4,000; self, its formal initiation for all new Virginia DeWitt.
Flier,
Linda
Stutzriem,
Alan
Dr.,
back
porch
and
carport,
The
Rev.
Chester
Schemper
members on Wednesday. The
School in Zeeland.
contractor.
Supper,
will speak and show slides of Verschure and Noriko NakayThe program for the evening $500; self, contractor.
John Tjalma, 14 West 19th induction ceremony took place
Stanley Beckman, lot 24 Edmisson work in Mexico at the ama.
was slides shown by Mrs. DonSt., aluminum siding, $1,200; In the West unit of the High
Bethel Christian Reformed
of
ald Kingsley of her trip to meer Heights, 3 bedroom ranch
Brower Awning Sales, contrac- School.
with attached garage, $16,000;
Church on May 4 at 9 p.m.
tor.
Program
Chairman
the
Holy
Land
last
fall.
Each year new members ere
The April 14 spring banquet
A welcome was given by Post and Kleinjans, contractors. Troop 12 of Trinity Refor
Aaron Shuck, 288 West 13th chosen from the senior class in
Hosts Committee
of
the
Zeeland
Public
School
The
Altar
Rosary
Society
of
Mrs. Harris De Neff, president Jerald DeFrell, lot part Hotel Church held their Court of H
St., patio cover, $250; Brower the fall and from the junior
PTA
was
the
last
PTA
meeting
in Ter Keurst Auditorium
Awning, contractor.
Mrs.
G.
S.
MacKenzie,
1480
of
the guild. Her daughters
class in the spring. The stu- St. Francis de Sales Church
ginning with a pot-luck suj
John Dziedzik, 276 West 29th dents are selected for scholastic met Monday in the school of the year. The PTA has had South Shore Dr., entertained Mrs. Judy Geerlings and Miss
several projects this year, which members of the program com- Nancy De Neff sang a duet, Floyd Prins
and the Re$. Gordon Van Oc
St., aluminum siding and eaves, achievement,qualities of leadcafeteria with about 75 women included the committee on arts,
berg giving the invocation.
mittee
of
the
Woman’s
Literary
$1,200; Brower Awning Sales, ership,service to the school and
accompanied by their sister
present.
room mother’s polaroid camera Club at a coffee on Thursday Mrs. Shirley Kroll. Mrs. Simon
at 61
Sturgeon showed a film j
contractor.
outstanding character.
on camping.
Dr. J. Kearney, guest speak- project, visit your school cam- morning. The committee has Sybesma gave devotions.
The new senior members
paign, movie committee and the begun work on the programs
Floyd
Prins,
61,
of
3193
Beeer, spoke on "Menopause.”
The new charter was prese
Mrs. James Zeedyke and her
chosen November of 1968, but
' Cyclist
The business meeting was in spring banquet.Serving on this for the new club year which mother, Mrs. Ken Matchinsky. line Rd., died early Thursday to ScoutmasterGary Peter. 1
initiated with the new junior
charge of Mrs. Ella Zone, pres- year’s committee on arts were begins in October and ends in gave the toasts to daughters evening and was pronounced Schurman and Harold Bro
members, are John Arendsdead at Holland Hospital.
ident. She also gave the invo- Mrs. Justin Elhart, Mrs. Robert April, 1970.
and mothers.
assistant scoutmasters, wen
horst, Joan Boerigter, Dan cation.
Drew and Mrs. John Pattison. Members of the committee Corsages were given to the
Mr. Prins was born in Olive troduced along with commil
ZEELAND — Zeeland police Duuwman,
Bouwman, sieve
Steve Browe, rauia
Paula
Room Mothers chairman for
township and had lived in the
Receiving tenderfootaw,
oncers apprehended a Holland Colenbrander, Louise Driy, Doug The Rev. Francis Murphy 1968-69 were Mrs. Ron Machiele, are Mrs. Bryan Athey, Mrs. oldest mother present, the
was
asked
to outline basic inJohn
Workman,
Mrs.
Russell mother of the youngest baby community all his life. He had were Richard Brooks, C
motorcyclistfollowing an early Fagerstrom,Bonnie Hoffmeyer
structions for the women who Mrs. Arnold Disselkoen,Mrs. Klaasen,Mrs. Robert Van Zan- and mother of the most chil- been employed for many years Lawson, Fred Geary, Phil S
morning chase today and charg- Mary Houting, Mike Julien, Pa*
clean the altar each week and Ronald Komejan and Mrs. ten and Mrs. Robert W. Gordon. dren. The group closed with by the Home Furnace Co. He sen; second class, Jim Rid!
ed him with wreckless driving. McNitt, Sandy Overway, Barsaid that as soon as things are George Van Koevering.TeachMrs. MacKenzie is first vice avug.
song. uuiner
Dinner arrangements was a member of the Beech- ton; Star Scout, Curtis Pel
Dan Lee Syiurman, 19, of 716 bara Rackes, Sally Shashaguay
er representatives to the PTA president of the club and proorganized
in
the
new
church,
were made by the Eunice wood Reformed Church, of the Keith Cogbil received an
Pine Bay Dr., was stopped at Gordon Tobert, Cathy Van
Circle.
----j of„ sistant patrol leader badge
greater consistory *u
there
and
Paw Paw Dr. and 104th Ave. Dyke, Penny Victor, Steve Wes- an outline will be posted to were Mrs. Alan Sweet and Lloyd gram chairman.
show
the
specific
duties
inthe
Men’s
Brotherhood.
after a jagged chase that began sels, Mike Wiersma, Pat Wilthe flaming arrow patrol and
volved.
Surviving are the wife, Anna; Meiste for the Cougar patn
when police noticed Schurman liams, end Bob Wolbrink.
Helen Seif, bazaar chairman,
one daughter, Mrs. Paul (Eileen)
and his passenger,William Ray
ReceivingPolar Bear pah
The new junior members cho- announced that Msgr. J. A.
Mack of Northvilleone son, for winter camping were K
Webbert, 17, of 14392 James
sen are Ted Boeve, Nancy Cun- Moleski plans to use the proClifford S. of Burnips; nine Ridlington, Kerry Ridling
St on the cycle with a noisy
Dave
ceeds from the fall bazaar this
grandchildren; one brother, Earl Jim Ridlington,Bill Me:
iStat
gtort
Kenne,h’DeBoer Di^ne Holt: year to set up the kitchen in
of Holland; one sister, Mrs. Duane Kooyers, Curtis Pet
y'
huls' PeSg.v Jones, Alan Mar- the new church basement.
Robert (Magdalena) De Jongh Mike Arzamedi, Keith Co(
Mrs. Agnes Grunst, Annette
t0 nt0p t"ly' Janice Matchinsky, Fritz
of Lansing; and one sister-in- Rick Simpson and Phil Stas
. 'one Waakerwitz, chairman, thanked all those
ated the cyde and provoked the
law, Mrs. Clarence (Clara) Prins
The troop is planning to
Diana Wood and Mark Zingle. who contributed to the Moralez
of Holland.
chase that saw speeds of over
to summer camp.
Victor Folkert,president of family on behalf of the family
70 miles an hour. The cycle ran
the society gave the opening and it was announcedthat a
stop signs and jutted down roads
welcome. Sue Wise was in new freezer and cash contribuand highways until forced to charge of lighting the candles
Fires
tion was donated to the family
stop at 104th and Paw Paw Dr.
which represent leadership, recently by the Henry Mass
Schurman was lodged in Hol- scholarship, characterand serAdmitted to Holland Hospital
Extinguished
and Son Appliance Co.
land jail overnightand released vice and the reading of the NaThursday were Ruby Roberts,
Mrs. Zone announced that
on $50 bond provided today. No tional Honor Society pledge.
Holland firemen
Fenn ville; Diana Lynn Dc
the Holland Deanery election
garage
fire calls w
charges were made against
Feyter,
266
Home;
Robert
Horn
Speaking on each aspect of will be held tonight at St. Petutes of each other
Webbert.
330
West
28th
St.;
Mrs.
William
the qualificationsfor member- er’s Church, Douglas, at 7 p.m.
They were callet
Van Etta, 231 East 13th St.;
ship were Sam Starks, schol- The mother-daughterbanquet is
seph
Hutta reside
Emma
Teerman,
178
East
31st
arship; Mary Waskerwitz,lead- slated May 22 in Civic Center
Three Hope Students
St.; Mrs. Don Mulder, route 3; East 35th St. at 8:4
ership; Jim Leenhouts, charac- and the convention of Diocesan
To Study in
Martin Kole II, 1605 Woodlawn; fire, believed eaus<
ter; and Katrina Van Lente Women will be held May 22 in
Three Hope College students service.
Laura Beelen, 34 East 13th St.; wiring, burned the
the West Catholic auditorium
have been selected by the
Mrs. Gerald Stielstra;' 731 West ing an estimated $5(
Principal Fred S. Bertsch, Grand Rapids.
Great Lakes Colleges AssociaAt 8:54 a.m., fire
Lakewood Blvd.; Steven Shane
presented the society pins to
The
annual election 0) offition to study during the 1969-70 new members.
ed
burning in the
Batema, 1055 Lincoln Ave.; Mrs.
cers was conducted by Mrs.
academic year in Beirut, Leb- Vicki Vrieling, Gary Lound,
the Justin Harkema
"tephen
Wiersma,
638
West
Pat Green, assisted by Mrs.
Ih St.; Rory Frees, 448 Maple 102 West 27th St.
and Sally Plagenhoef were in Estelle Bolte. Those elected
Mary Scott, a sophomore charge of refreshments.
Ave.;
Debra Bos, 871 Shady- boat in the garage
were Mrs. Betty Stamm, prestouched off the bla;
from Houston, Texas, will study
brook Dr.
Officers of the society this ident; Mrs. Marilyn Bartlett,
at the Beirut College for Women year are Victor Folkert, presiDischargedThursday were of damage was t
vice president; Mrs. Fran Borr,
while Sue Pattie, a sophomore dent, and Ruth Ten Brink, secMrs.
Max Capel and baby, mined.
secretary;Mrs. Becky Rivera,
from Bowio, Md., and Tim De retary-treasurer. Other mem treasurer;Mrs. Lela Puente,
Hamilton; Mrs. Gordon Breuker
Voogd, a sophomore, from bers include Dave Gosselar, parliamentarian;
Mrs.
PROPERTY DEEDED - Consumers Power years ago was part of Consumers inter-urban and baby, 521 Marcia Lane;
Grand Rapids, will spend the Jim Leenhouts, Gary Lound Grace Nowak, historian.
Mrs. Melvin Lash, 242 East 14th
Co., has presented the deed for approximately transportation line between Kalamazoo and
year at the American Univer- Paul Overbeek, Sally PlagenSt.; Donna Feddick, 1577 HardThe prize was won by Mrs. five acres of property needed to complete
Mrs,
Holland, dissected the 40-acre piece of propersity in Beirut
hoef, Sam Starks, Katrina Van Harriet George and refreshing; Mrs. John Cleveland and Beech
the acquisiUonof Hope College’s biological ty. The field station was presented to Hope in
The students are attendingan Lente, Sally Van Omen, Vicki ments were served by the St
baby, route 3; Vaughn Goodwin, ment
field statiop in the Castle Park area. Gordon
1966 by the Holland Hitch Co. College board
orientationsession at Kenyon Vrieling, Linda Wangen, Mary Bernadette Study Group. Rev
12901 James St.; Mrs. Clayton
L. Oarson (right),division manager for Conof trustees member A. Dale Stoppels of Grand
CoUege in Gambier, Ohio, this Waskerwitz, Sue Wise, Steve Murphy gave the closing
Greenhoe, 17 West 10th St.; Calif,
sumers, presents the deed to Hope treasurer
Rapids negotiated the acquisitionagreement. Barry Culver, 3156 Redwood
Zonnebelt, and Rich Zweering.
Weekend.
prayer.
*» j
Clarence Handlogten. The property, which
(Hope College photo)
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Rotary Honors

T. Selles

Gets

Zeeland High

Summer Award

Club's Past

Thomas E.

Honor

Presidents

rezoned a 30-acre parcel at the
southeast corner of Central
Ave. and US-31 bypass from
AG agricultural to C-2 highway
commercial.

The rezoningwas

De

requested

kV

m

m

Council also approved construction of a samtary sewer in

'I-

Sunrise Terrace subdivision in
public hearing. The resolution
spreads payments over 10 years
instead of five, on request of at
least 18 propertyowners in the

vff

M

area.

UNDIVIDED ATTENTION IS GIVEN TO CREATING TULIPS TO CARRY

Several communications both

(Sentinel photo)

pro and con were

submitted.
One signed by 15 property own-

Three Arrested
During Raid

ers opposing installation was
down by subsequentletters

cut

Demand Exams

m

from at least two persons asking that their names be removed and put onto a petitionfavoring installation.Council vote
was 8-0 with Councilman William Lamb abstaining because
of business interests involving
such installation.

a

Hope Teacher

college representative said

not more than six students
would be solicitingat any one
time, and not during parade
times when areas are crowded.

the Nobel Prize winner

in
leased on $1,000 personal re- police are investigating.
chemistry in 1967.
cognizance bond.
In addition to funding necessary equipment and supplies Marshall, unable to provide
Injured
for the project, the grant pro- $1,000 bond was transferred to
vides stipendsfor studentsin- Ottawa county jail.

Council

brought no nays. The Biafran
program is associated with
CROP, a church-relatedoverseas relief program.
A communication from Holland Garden Club called attention to a special environmental
study the past year under the

I

Two Are
In

__

_

______

_____

________

MRS. GEORGE BROWN'S CLASS

^

WORKS DILIGENTLY ON DECORATIONS

Children’s

this

Parade

Preparations

volved in the research.
Students involved in research

(Sentinel photo)

direction of the School of Natural Resources, University of aid Oosterbaanand Jack Smith.
Michigan, and invited Council
Council granted permissionto
to attend the Tulip Time flower Elzinga and Volkers to use city
show where an exhibit on the owned property across the
subject will be staged.
street from its businessat 86
The communication pointed to East Sixth St. for parking, subvarious needs in support of a ject to snow removal restric-

—

—

Public Works recommendation
Licenses were renewed for
for a supplemental agreement
Von Ins Pizza Wagen, Golden
for electric services between
Eightball, Old North End TavConsumers Power Co. and the
ern, East End Cafe, pool tables;
city regardingmutual emerHoliday Inn of Holland,dance
gency capacity of the interconhall; Albert Van Huis, rubbish
nection. Capacity is boosted to
collector;Holland City Bus
14,000 kw from 5,000 kw.
Lines, motor bus.
Also approved was a BPW reCouncil acknowledgedgifts
quest to advertise for bids on
for the police departmenteducathe sale of six lots on the north
tion fund of $5 from Saugatuck
side of 19th St. between College
CongregationalSunday School
and Columbia Ave., and one
and $10 from Graafschap Prislot on the northwest corner of
College.

The

pro-

perty no longer is needed since
wells and a pumping station
were discontinued in the area.
Council approved a Planning
Commission request to apply for
a CommunityRenewal Program
grant in the amount of $28,533
to be used in preparinga Community Renewal Program.
Council accepted for first read,

Francis

and West

Ottawa Games

schools vie with each other for

this year.
While this

Coasts Down

Lamb, Lamb

Inc., engineering

dren.

Miss M. Wilhelmine Haberland said today that the parade

route will be north on Columbia Ave. to Eighth St., West on
Wednesday and overturned, Eighth St. to Maple, South on
spillingits six tons of lime on
Maple to Ninth St. Division I,
the yard at the Vi Borst resiwith marshal Sid Woudstra
dence, 263 Taft St.
and Clifford Tregloan and inTruck owner Allyn Westen- cludes Holland ChristianElebroek of 154 South Taft St. told
police he had stopped his truck

mentary Band; Rose

Park

Christian-DutchHeritage; Holat his home and left it parked
land Christian Cadet Band.
in low gear.
Marshal Don Gebraad’s DiviThe truck apparentlyslipped sion II includes Holland Eleout of gear and started coasting
mentary Band; Van Raalte
Council accepted an offer
backwards down the steep hill, School-Gardening;
Zeeland Senfrom Crampton Manufacturing
veering to the left. It knocked ior High Band; West Side
Co. to deed to the city as a gift
down four mailboxes and began Christian.
approximatelyone acre of land
veering to the right when the
Under Dan Goodwin Division
located between 11th and 12th
left front wheel dropped in the
III will be West Ottawa Jr.
Sts. just east of Kollen Park Dr.
ditch. The truck made a swoopHigh Band; Lakeview SchoolAn appraisal prepared by Raven
ing turn across to the opposite
Dutch Literature;St. Francis
Realty indicated the land has a
side of the road and flipped
de Sales - Fishing; Federal
value of $13,000. This transaction dissolvesan

unfulfilled

obligation of the company to
improve the parcel for offstreet
parking as previously stipulat-

cd

*

from Muskegon.

EuniceAid

Deputies Called

Society Holds

To 2 Crashes
JENISON —

Lost
Ottawa

Meeting

Christian officers are investigating two
The Eunice Aid Society, holdCadet Band.
accidents here Saturday which ing its regular meeting Friday
With Steve Van Grouw and sent three persons to Grand in Fourteenth Street Christian
Division VIII are Washington Rapids hospitals, all of them Reformed Church, were enterSchool — Flowers; Holland Sev- released after treatment.
tained by pupils of the first,
enth Grade Band; South Side
A crash at 10:12 a.m. at second and fifth grades of EastChristian
Dutch Heritage; Baldwin and Cottonwood in- view Christian School who pre-

Ottawa

Goes

Holland Man's Father

old Tregloan covers West Ottawa Elementary Band; West Ot-

plained of painful left
right ribs

tawa

Schools;

West

—

Dutch

Industries;

and Rick Lampen.

Other seniors are
Leestma, Robert Le

Jewell
Poire,

Diane Meeuwsen, Frank Meyer,

Dale Millard, Laura Pluister,
Pat Prince, Virgil Statema,

,

__________ ______
Velderman,
Ronald
f

injuries.

She was riding in the car
driven by David Christopher
Godfrey, 20, of Campus View
Apartments,Allendale,when the Sets
right front wheel went off the
ZEELAND
Zeeland City
road and the steering apparatus Council adopted a new budget
apparentlyfailed, according to for the fiscal year of 1969 at
sented the program.
Ottawa county sheriff’s depu- its meeting Monday evening.
Teachers of these respective
ties who are still investigating. The Council set the amount to
classes, Miss Marla Langejans,
Godfrey was released from the be raised by the local tax levy
Mrs. Doris Klingenberg and Miss
hospital after treatmentof lac- at $219,384. This amount is
Alberta Bratt were introduced
erations of the left leg, bumps $43,822.78less than the amount
by the school principal,Mrs. L.
and bruises on the head.
requested by the city departHekman.
ment.
An operetta, “The Three
The Council set the total budBears” was given by the first Deadline Friday
get
for the coming year at
Deadline
for
buying
costumes
graders while the second graders repeated scripture texts and in the Costume Exchange being $386,505.38.The amount to be
sang songs. The fifth grade pu- held in the north room of the raised by taxetion will not
pils concluded by singing three Holland Civic Center is Friday change the city’s tax millage

Zeeland Council

New Budget
-

at 4:30 p.m. The Exchange rate of 11 mills.
Spanish gospel songs.
In other action the Council
The Eunice Aid will hold its opens at 1:30. Persons who
annual noon luncheon June 6 brought costumes for sale and passed a resolutionin tribute to
at 12:30 p.m. in Ninth Street have not yet received their Peter Brill who died March 5
Christian Reformed Church. money are asked to call at the after 45 years of service in the
Reservationsare to be made Civic Center by 4:30 p.m. Fri- city affairs and reappointedall
with Mrs. G. De Haan, Mrs. R. day. The Costume Exchange is city officers for the coming year
Nykamp or Mrs. J. Vokers by sponsored by the Newcomers as well as all board and commission members whose terms
June
| Club.
had expired.

,

3.

You May Anchor
Your Boat at Marina
Mayor Nelson Bosman
Yes,

said

today that the portable marina
at Kollen Park placed there

by ABD Marine

Enterprises

Inc. of South Haven, may be
used by local boat owners.
This 16-unit multiple mooring
device has been installed about
100 feet offshore for 30 to 90
days for experimentalpurposes.

Persons mooring their boats
should arrange transportation to

shore since no land dock was
installed because of policing
difficulties.

The revolutionarynew floating marina is in the shape of
a star with a center about 30
feet in diameter capable of

cett is Director of the Planning

Commission and will have
charge of the comprehensive

accommodating

a

swimming

pool.

Pleads Guilty

To Reduced Charge

Marriage Licenses
Monte Makin, 27,

-

Grand
Haven, and Ruth Ann Kellogg,

27, White Cloud; John

V

School

Molly Kooiman, Darla' Kraak

shoulder,
Hoven, Pat

the commission.Ronald W. Rus-

Ottawa
7th Grade Band; West Ottawa
GRAND HAVEN — Ramon
OXFORD, Miss — John Thom- Freshman Band; Longfellow Ramirez, 20, of 48 West 16th St.,
as Harris, 98, of Oxford, died — The Tulip.
Holland, charged with carrying
here Tuesday afternoon followDick Yskes leads the four a concealedweapon on M-21 at
ing a lingering illness.
members of Division
who Zeeland, had his charge reSurviving are five sons, John are; Holland 7th Grand Band; duced to being a disorderly perW. of Holland, Mich., Cliff and Montello Park — Dutch Archi- son and pleaded guilty WednesCleveland of Oxford, Louis of tecture; Saugatuck Cadet Band; day in Ottawa Circuit Court.
Thaxton, Miss., and Warren of Maplewood — Michigan Week.
He immediatelywas sentenced
Parkin, Ark.; one daughter,
With Myron Van Ark in Di- to 90 days in the county jail by
Ethele of Oakdale, Calif.; 27 vision VI are Holland Heights - Judge Raymond L. Smith, who
grandchildren;90 great-grand- Souveniersof Holland; Holland gave him credit for the time
children; and 15 great-great- Jr. High Band; Harrington spent in jail since his arrest
Dies in Mississippi

Holly Hubbell, Donald Komejan,

and was to be Wittengen,Diane Wolfert, JiB

ning Commission.Neal Van
Leeuwen is the Chairman of

Man

Engelsman, Rose Geerlings,
Inge Hirchmann, Linda Hop,

x-rayed for possible internal Yerkey and Jim Zwiers.

and Zeeland

Grant

Boer, Barbara Bosch, Karen
Broekhuis, Judy Brouwer, Amy
Compagner, Donald De Bruyn,
Bruce De Graaf, Thelmo De
Vries, Mary Dykema, Gerri

Sandy Stygstra, Nancy Timmer,
fractured left arm, lacerations Randi Vander Velde, Lois Van
of the right knee and abrasions Dyke, Dave Van Eenenaam,
of the elbow. She also com- Tom Van Eenenaam, Pam Van

end

sheriff’s

volved cars driven by David J.
Ebels, 27, and Mary Jean
Schut, 27, both of Jenison. Officers said Mrs. Schut, eastbound on Baldwin, turned left
$24,000
onto Cottonwood and her car
was struck in the rear by the
to
Ebels car also eastbound.
Mrs. Schut and her passenger,
A grant of $24,000 has been Ruth Coster, 19, Jenison, were
approved by the Farmers, Home taken to St. Mary’s Hospital for
Administrationfor comprehen- treatment of whiplash. Ebels
sive planning of water and sought his own treatment for
waste disposal services in rural bruises.
areas of Ottawa County, Jay
At 2:06 p.m., 13-year-oldDaC. Hansen, FHA Supervisorof vid Voss of Jenison ran into the
Grand Rapids announced today. path of a car on Baldwin Dr. at
The area surveyed will include Hazel St. and was treated in
villages and cities up to 5,500
ButterworthHospital for lacerpopulation based upon the 1960
ations on the forehead. The car
census. The grant will be made
was driven by Roger D. Driesto the Ottawa County Regional
enga, 29, Jenison.
Planning Commission.
The comprehensive plan will
outline orderly development of
central water systems, sewer
systems and other waste disposal facilities to serve all rural
areas of the county including
towns up to 5,500 population.
Planning will take into account
the need to insure effective use
of water resources, avoid duplication of systems, and locate
waste disposal facilities so as
to guard against pollution of
water supplies.
Planning will be carried out
under the jurisdiction of the
Ottawa County Regional Plan-

One-Car Crash

The four were arrested when
Two persons were injured
Holland detectivesbroke into
when the car they were in went
the apartment and siezed a
off the road on Lakewood Blvd..
quantity of alcoholic beverages
300 feet west of 152nd Ave., and
as well as several bags and
went into a ditch at 11:20 a.m.
tubes of glue.
Sunday.
The eight juveniles who were
Holly Palmer, 18, of 70 South
arrestedwere referred to juv- DivisionSt., was admitted to
enile authorities.
Holland Hospital and reported
in good condition today with a

over spillingits contents on the
planning function.
School-Foods.
Borst yard.
Division IV with marshal Har-

By a vote of 5 to 4, Council rejected a request of Charles M.
Keefer for
new full-year
tavern license to be located at
205 River Ave. Reports from
the sanitarian, police chief and
treasurer indicated no objections. Voting in favor of the
license were Councilmen L. W.
Lamb, Alvin Dyk, Elmer Wissink and Mayor Nelson Bosman.
Casting opposing votes were
Councilmen Lou Hallacy, Robert
Dykstra,Morris Peerbolt, Don* grandchildren.

a

junior from Holland,
and Gary Dennison, a senior

—

Truck

department, $424.86; Councilman Peerbolt, Peerbolts Inc.,
engineeringdepartment, $32.10.
Claims against the city from
John Blacquiere, 12628 Felch
St.; Sally Van Omen, 87 Sunrise Dr.; George Bibart, 18
East 14th St., and Julius Sale,
71 West 39th St., were referred
to the insurance carrier.

be Mark

the most traditional costume
and unique decoration to carry.
Hopefully the weather will be
obliging and remain fair for the
day and not destroy the results
of hours of preparation. In the West Ottawa Senior High Band;
memory of past inclemency and the Chamber of Commerce
they have chosen for a theme Float.
“Don’t Rain on My Parade”

may be a time of
year of excitementfor the chilcilla Circle.
dren it is the cause for a moCouncil approved purchase of ment of thought and mild panic
four more portable bleacher for the elementary teacher as
units at a cost of $581 plus she or he must decide on the
freight of $16 per unit.
most original deroration to be
Mayor Bosman presided at carried by their class. This
the meeting which lasted an could be flowers, windmills, pothour and a quarter. All Council- tery, kites or a number of othmen were present. Councilman er things. Many hours of work
Dykstra gave the invocation.
are expended by all on making
these decorations. Since there
will not be any commercial
Driverless
floats in the parade all those
presents will be made by the
Hill classroom teachers and chil-

ing an ordinance to adopt the
1968 National ElectricalCode
as recommended by the Board
of Public Works.
Council confirmed certificaZEELAND — No one was intions from Councilman Dyk,
jured when a quarter-ton limeHolland Litho, engineeringdespreader truck rolled down the
partment, $19.80; Councilman
hospital hill on Taft St. here

will

Prospect Heights,111.; Gordon
Renkes, a freshman from Fulton, HI.; Charles Bibart, a

Made

A

summer

Rockley, a sophomore from

highlightof the annual East View Christian
Dutch
regional plan for the city and tions and Tulip Time bus parkcounty that would in time re- ing. The company agrees to Tulip Festival is the Parade of Royal Family and Apple Ave.
Under Harvey Laman in Distore the watersheds and im- build a path or sidewalk from the Children held Thursday afprove the waterways.
the lot to the street together ternoon. Pupils from the Holland vision VII are Holland Sr. High
Public, Holland Christian,St. Band; Jefferson
Toys and
Council approved a Board of with a walkthrough gate.

and

Cycle Crash

Grant

“for others.”

20th St.

GVSC Students

Awarded

Following a lengthy discussion, Council granted permission to a Hope Student Church
Biafra Task Force to solicit
funds on local streets Friday,
May 16, and Saturday morning,
May 17. Tulip Time Manager
William H. Vande Water said
he had nothing against such
programs, but he said he had
had to turn down other requests
during Tulip Time. Councilman
Morris Peerboltrecognizedthe
danger of setting precedents but
felt similar requests of this
calibre should not be discouraged so long as the concern is

The voice vote of

Roll

i

j?620?. ?ealt>r of Grand
Kapids which expressed intentions of building a garage on
the site. Gezon through his attorney agreed to two private
restrictions,one that the property would not be used as a
trailer park and the other that
any curb cut on Central Ave.
would be at least 150 feet south
of the bypass. Council vote was
unanimous.

A

Announces

son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bert Selles, 205 East
29th Ave., presidentof the
Grand Valley State College RePast presidents of Holland
Zeeland High School announpublicans, has been appointed
Rotary Club were honored at
by 9th District Representative ced students appointed to the
Guy Vander Jagt to participate honor roll for the quarter endthe group’s regular weekly
in a summer internship ing April 25.
meeting Thursday at the Warm
I in the congressman's Washing* . Freshmen on the honor roll
Friend Hotel.
I ton, D. C., office.
include Alice Blauwkamp, Arlan
Plaques were presented to
1 During June and July Selles Boersen, Dirk Borst, Mary
14 men in appreciation of their
Bras, Richard Brinks, Rodney
Brinks, Jack Brummel, Bonnie
service to Rotary and the
Burke, Kenneth
Bruyn,
community. They are L. C.
Debra De Weerdt, Kent Engle,
Dalman, Dr. Carl Cook, Bruce
Barbara Gebben, Judy Goiter,
Mikula, Charles Cooper, Fred
Dennis Garveling, Charles JansColeman, James Lugers, Jack mm
sen, Jean Jungiing, Rosanne
Smith, L. A. Wade, Robert WolKloosterman, Janet Knap and
IN GERMANY-Pfc. Robert
brink, John F. Donnelly, Carl
Donna Komejan.
O. Walters and his wife, the
Andreason, C. Neal Steketee,
Also included are Bill Kraak,
former Ellen Windemuller,
Randall Bosch and Dr. Otto
Brenda Le Poire, Fred Louis,
22 Bast 25th St., are making
van der Velde.
Pamela Machiela, Mary Heengs,
their home in Germany
In presenting the awards,
Denise Rediger,Beverly Slagh,
where Walters is serving
Harvey Buter, program chairJames Smith, Valerie Ten
with the Armed Forces as a
man, gave a short account of
Brink, Sharon Van Netten,
Military Policeman for an
each man’s services as presiDebra
Veldman, Lydia Wie18-month tour of duty. Pfc.
dent and as a member of
lenga, Jody Zuverink, Scott
Walters
took
his
basic
at
Rotary.
Thomas E. Selles
Zuverink and Mary Zwiers.
Four recent past presidents Fort Knox, Ky., and AIT
Sophomores on the honor roll
who received their plaques im- at Fort Gordon, Ga. Their will observe government func- are Kathy Bartels, Terry Baraddress
is:
Herrn
and
Frau
mediately following their term
tions such as committee meettels, Sue Bazan, Peggy Bennett,
Robert Walters, 6728 Konigof office also were honored.
ings and debates and will assist
Shelley Bletsch, Lois Boer,
They were Donald Crawford, strasse N. 2 Germersheim, in researchand office projects. Lucille Boeskool, Mark Boss,
Germany.
Edgar Hekman, A. J. Buys and
A junior social studies group Randy Brinks, Elaine Brummel,
Roger Rietberg.
major, Selles is currently com- Marcia Cotts, Alana De Jonge,
Special mention was made of
pleting his teacher aide experChris De Vries, Clifford Essentwo additional past presidents,
ience in the GVSC teacher preburg, Jack Heuvelman, Mary
Richard Miles, who was unable
paration program at West Ot- Huyser, Michael Jacoby, Dick
to be present, and the late
tawa High School.
Kamps, Nancy Kraai and Patti
Rev. William C. Warner. The
Kraak.
Rev. Warner’s plaque will be
Other sophomores are Marcia
2
presented to Mrs. Warner.
Loedeman, Nancy Prince,
Four of the 12 persons arDavid Pyle, Joe Raterink, Ella
rested in a raid on an East Seriously Injured
Rodriquez,Carol Slagh, Steve
Seventh St. apartment WednesStegeman, Claudia Stygstra,
day night appeared in Holland In
Diane Sytsma, Mike Timmer,
DistrictCourt late Thursday
Is
afternoon.
ALLENDALE — Two Grand Linda Vander Velde, Belinda
Veenstra. Neal Verwys, Lori
$13,500
Three of them, Bennie Mar- Valley State College students
Vis, Barbara Vredeveld and
shall, 29, Danny Martinez,18, were seriously injured at 4:45
Barbara Wielenga.
Dr. F. Sheldon Wettack, as- and Valdemar Gonzales, 18, who p.m. Saturday when their moJuniors named to the list insistant professor of chemistry ell listed their address as 2514 torcycle crashed into the rear
clude
Erma Alferink, Patty
at Hope College, has been East Seventh St. when arrested, of a car which halted for a
Bennett, Craig Borst, Betty
awarded a $13,500 grant by the were charged with willingly aid- left turn on M-45 a quarter mile
Petroleum Research Fund for ing and abetting a juvenile in west of 40th Ave. in Allendale Brouwer, Linda Buter, Marilyn
Corapagner,Bonnie Daniels,
the purpose of continuing his violating orders of juvenile township.
Chuck De Pree, Ron Dozeman,
research in photochemistry, the court. All demanded examinaJan ChristopherBloom, 22, Joy Dyke, Jane Dykstra Laurie
American Chemical Society an- tion which was scheduledMay Allendale, who was operating
Elzinga, Gloria Gorter, Linda
nounced today.
16 at 10 a.m.
the motorcycle,and his pasThe grant will allow Dr. The fourth, Jose Ramirez, 19, senger, Share Morehead, 22, Klomp, Jim Kuipers, Nola
Kuipers and Robert Lamer.
Wettack and his students to who listed the same address, Birmingham, each received scull
Other juniors named are
continue their investigations of pleaded guilty to a charge of fractures and Bloom received a
Terry Larapen,Sharon Meengs,
the physical and chemical proc- loitering around an illegaloc- left leg fracture. They were
Edna Overweg, Marilyn Ringia,
esses which occur following ab- cupation or business and is to taken to Butterworth Hospital
Gloria Roelofs, Connie Schipper,
sorption of ultravioletlight by report to the probation officer in Grand Rapids and Miss
Mary Lee Vanden Heuvel, Jan
organic molecules. Of particu- before returning for sentencing Moreheed was put into the inVan
Dussen, Mark Van Netten,
lar interest to the Hope College on May 22.
tensive care unit.
Phyllis Vredeveld,Barb Watt,
research group is the Norrish
The car operated by John Mike Wyngarden, and Michael
Gonzaleswas released on pertype II reaction, a photochemsonal recognizance bond of Meyer, 21, Hudsonville,had Zylstra.
ical reaction first character$1,000 to the custody of his par- halted for a left turn and had
Seniors named to the honor
ized by Prof. R. G. W. Norrish,
ents. Martinez was also re- its turn signal operating. State roll are Mike Bauder, Barbara
Selles,

March

1.

QUIZ CONTESTANTS—This

group of

students

against a panel of challengers from

Montague

the High School. A winning team may be on the
a Grand program three times. Pictured (left to right)

is representingHolland High School on
high school quiz contest sponsored by

Rapids television show and seen Thursday are Miss Barbara Lampen, faculty sponsor,
evenings at 7:30. Last week the group defeat- Vic Folkert, Jim Leenhouts, Katrina Van
ed a panel of students from Marywood Acade- Lente and Steve Zonnebelt.
my, 350-170, and this week will
(Holland High photo)

compete

E.

Philippus,21, and Vicki Kay
St. John, 18, Holland; Howard
Jay Kouw, 26, and Mary Irene
Besteman,22, Zeeland; Paul
Raymond Bleau, 22, of Cleveland, Ohio, and Donna Rae McKenzie, 21, HoUand; Robert L.
Harmon, 22, of Grand Haven,
and Gayle Trethewey,21, Spring
Lake; Joseph Roy Lyles, 20,
Grand Haven, and Dianne K.

Demers, 20,

Allendale.

.vi--.:, ii..
.
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Christiah Reformed Church.
Zeeland Christian School kindergarten enrollment and mothers' tea will be held on Wednesday, May 7 at 3 p.m. in

Robert

Hope Faculty

The appointment of Robert
F. Voss to the Hope College

was honored at the Western
Michigan Law Enforcement

faculty
IdlUliy as
OO aa Great Lakes Colleges Association Teaching As-

meeting at Sand Lake recently.
Veldheer has been a past president of the association.

The Holland Faith

ored past presidents. Presentingthe plaque
is Comie Steketee (center),current president,
while Harvey Buter (left), program chairman,
looks
(Holland Photographyphoto)

on.

Zeeland

costs; Juan Trevino,39, Fennville, driving while license suspended, three days committed,
30 days suspended; Jerry RosBell, 19, of 15754 James St.,
aiding and abetting in malicious
destruction, 15 days committed,
also careless driving, committed
in default of $33 not to exceed
10 days.

Answeringroutine traffic
charges were Frank Drabezyk,
Grand Haven, expired operator’s
license, $5; Frank L. Love joy,
Douglas, speeding $15; Andrew
Kooienga, Blair St., Zeeland,
stop sign, $15; Linda M. Rotman, Grand Rapids, speeding,
$20; Lois Zehner, of 215 West
Central, Zeeland, expired oper-

right of way, $25; Melvin M.
Lapp, Parkersburg, Pa., right
of way, $15; John A. Vanden
Bosch, of 33 Lee, Zeeland, right
of way, $25; Merle P. Nienhuis,
of 49 East 27th St., speeding,
Morris Barnhill, of 490 West
21st St., imprudent speed, $20;
4,

BEST IN THE STATE— Four West Ottawa students won the
FFA Horticulture Award on Saturday,April 26. The

state

contest was open to all students enrolled in vocational agriculture in Michigan and 15 teams participated.A certificate

and $25 was awarded the group for their performance in a
three part test covering general information, plant identifica-

(

(Sentinelphoto)

ing,

Elaine

Hoeksema entered

the

Baarman of the

Leonard Vander Veer cele- rium of the Zeeland City Hall
brated his 85th birthday on on
10 at
p.m.
Friday, April 25.
Ray Rousch, missionaryto the
The 43rd Evangelism Fellow- deaf in Jamaica, West Indies,
ship supper will be held at 6 will be the speaker. Rousch
p.m., May 8, in the Hudsonville will tell about his experiences
Unity High School.
in teachingthe Bible to the
The annual spring banquet of deaf and will show slides of his
the Christian FellowshipGroup work at the Mission School for
of the First Christian Re- the deaf in Jamaica. He will
formed Church, was held on also tell about his recent trip
April 29. Jane Vanden Heuvel to Bogota, Colombia, South
and Winifred Boss were in America, to preach to the deaf
charge of arrangements.
there, A question and answer
Mrs. H. Brinks has been ad- period will follow.
mitted to the Grand Valley
Mrs. L. Meeuwsen and her
Nursing Home of Allendale.
son have returned to their
The King’s Messengers Male home.
Quartet sapg last Sunday evening at the service of the Mrs. Peter Meeusen celebrated her 88th birthday Tuesday.
North Street ChristianReformed Church. The members The Bible Mission Guild
of the quartet are Lon Water- members of the Third Christian
man, Erwin Boersma, Glen Reformed Church toured BethKuyers, Tom Van Huis and any Home on Tuesday evening.
Bruce Dornbos as the pianist. Joy Meyaard was in charge of
Harold Popovich, Missionary the arrangements.

2

Street Christian
Church.

Re

formed

to

Celebrate

morning at St. Luke’s Hospital

evening.

R.

in Houston, Texas, were held law, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Holy Land. Refreshments folMrs. John Moeke celebrated
the (Gertrude) Klokkert of Hamil- lowed the meeting.
her birthday on April 11.
ton will have a family dinner
The Dorcas Guild of the Leif Blodee, a deisgner and
Notier - Ver Lee . Langeland
Sunday at their home.
North Street ChristianRe- architect,will be in charge of
Chapel with the Rev. Gordon
The couple has two children, formed Church will be meeting all details associated with the
Van Oostenburg officiating. Mrs.
Klokkert and Lavern; on Thursday, May 8, at the remodelingwork of the Second
Burial was in Pilgrim Home three grandchildren, Mrs. Nor- Third ChristianReformed Reformed Church parsonage.
Cemetery.
man (Sylvia) Jurries,Calvin Church. Miss Mae Mast will be The Mothers of Lap Babies
Steketee, who died after sub- and Muriel Klokkert; three the speaker.
Group of the Second Reformed
Mission Guild members and Church will be having a potmitting to heart surgery, is great-grandchildren, Dale, Lisa
survivedby his wife Cornelia; and Kay Jurries, all of Hamil- their husbands will be working luck supper in the church on
on Project Vietnam on May 13. May 20. Husbands will also be
one daughter. Mrs. Egbert ton.
Tentative dates for Daily Va- attending the meeting which
(Leona) Texer of Holland; two
cation Bible School at the North will feature Dr. Paul E.
grandchildren.Douglas and
Street Christian Reformed Dykema, pediatrician, as the
Suzanne Texer both of Holland; Police Cite Cyclist
his father, Andrew Steketee of
Holland police cited Howard Church have been set for June speaker.
Fred Veldhuis will be celeHolland; two brothers, Ray- Elferdink,22, of 1055 Lincoln 16 through June 26.
mond of Trenton, N.J. and Ave., for failure to maintain Clarence Michmerhuizen was brating his birthday on May 5.
Charles of Holland;one sister, an assured clear distance after released from the Zeeland Hos- His address is 532 E. Main St.
The Ottawa County Diabetes
Mrs. Herman (Helene) Tysenga the motorcycle he was driving pital last week.
A mass meeting of the Association will be holding the
struck the right rear of a car
of Kalamazoo.
He was a member of Trinty driven by Tonya Terhorst, 19, Evangelism Conference planned second meeting of the associaReformed Church and formerly of 190 East 38th St., at 12:44 by the Christian Reformed tion on May 8 at 7:30 p.m. at
owned and operated the Fire- p.m. Monday on Lincoln Ave. Churches in the area, will be the Holland Hospital. Dr. Keats
held on May 7 at the First Vining of Grand Rapids will be
at 38th St.
stone Tire Store in Holland.

Slater, of 740

First Ave., speeding, $25; Billie

A native of DeGraff,Ohio, he
received B.A. and B.Sc. degrees from Ohio State University and a M.A. degree from

Cowboy Deputies

'

INDUSTRIAL

—

COMMERCIAL

ENGINE and

—

HEAVY SHEET METAL

•

AIR CONDITIONING
DUCTS
HELI-ARC WELDING
EVES TROUGHING

WORK

•

INC.

202 E.8th St.

•

•

PEERBOLT'S

MOWER SERVICE

RESIDENTIAL

DIV. OF RELIABLE

AIR CONDITIONING

•

SERVICE FOR ALL

MAKES

and

TECUMSEH WISCONSIN

LAWSON

and GUTTERS

CLINTON

HEATING

JACOBSEN CUSHMAN
BRIGGS-STRATTON

HOLLAND
SHEET METAL

Prompt, Guaranteed Servlet

INC.

.

82 East 8th

-

KEYS

MADE

LOCKS REPAIRED

PHONE 392-3394

19 E. 6th

BONDED LOCKSMITH

St.

WANT SOFT
WATER?

also

speeding, $15.

BODY SHOP

PLUMBING l HEATING
This

mb!

MUUSIS^

maans

you art dialing
with an athical
la

BUMP SHOT

officiant,raliabla

Quality Workmanship

Plumbar

who

and dapandabla.

• BUMPING

•
and HEATING SERVICE

R. E.

PHONE 772-6471
RENTAL-HOME OWNED
COMMERCIAL

US-31 and E. 8th St.

Uncols

304

Home — Farm —

M00I
29 E. 6th

Ph. 392-9647

PHONE 396-2361

Industry

Pumps, moterv Mies, service
and repairs.Uwn and Farm
irrigation,

HAROLD

industrialsupplioi.

LANGEJANS

UjJjSlJ

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

PUMPS

and

• STOREFRONTS
CEMENT WORK

•

Mfg. & Supply Co.

St.

Water
Ph 392-3826

Painting

M

Mrs. Bruce Johns,
,ve., Zeeland,

SIDING

^

V//A
PRACTICE SESSION — More than 600 klompen

dancers

from Holland, Holland Christianand West Ottawa high
schools surrounded the four sides of Centennial Park late

Old Orchard Rd.

St.

-Decorating

• COMMERCIAL

ALUMINUM

to

Allen

Job Too Large or Too Small

JOHN STERK

ROOFING

[rs. Jerry Mannes,
Ave., Apt. B-4; a

Keith Allen, was born

No

31 W. 34th

396-4693

/ Roger II, born to

son, Michael Ross,
[hter, Melissa Lou,
Sunday to Mr. and
n Israels, 169 Bel

Commercial- Raaidantial

Our Businesa

783 Chicago Drive

rn to Mr. and Mrs.
i, 15 West 17th St.;

imber Lee, born

It

HOME BUILDER

• REMODELING

HAMILTON

We Keep Holland Dry

a

BARBER FORD

Raaidantial• Commarcial

WATER WELLS

id

/ Dr., Hamilton;

REFINISHING

• BODYWORK

COMPLETE PLUMBING

For Over 50 Years

Hospital
births in Holland
jur boys and three

Monday afternoonfor the

first

of three practicesessions
on River Ave.

from both Central and River Aves. Monday resulted in a
giant traffictieup around 5 p.m. Other practice sessions are
scheduledat 4:30 p.m. Wednesday and Thursday.Continued
warm weather today caused more tulips to burst into bloom,

degrees.

this week. Here several groups are dancing

pointing to peak blooming next weekend. The high

which is being used for the first time. Diverting traffic

was 82

Monday

(Sentinel photo)

Ph. 392-9728

"DapandabU"

CALI AND SAY

Your local Roofers

kend Births

SL

cnasimia

REIMINK'S

• ROOFING
• EAVES TROUGHING
• SIDING

Ronald E. Morrison, Fruitport,

and Mrs.

sity *of Cincinnati.

ROOFING

G. Geary, of 38 North State
St., Zeeland, red light, $15;

expired license, $5

Ends for Allegan
-

wedding

Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. at

Roundup

Big

The

who died early Saturday

Robert F. Voss

supportedby the NationalEndowment for the Humanities, offers teaching experience and
supportedresearchfor advanced graduate students working
in the humanities.
Voss is currently working toward his doctorate as an
N.D.E.A. Fellow at the Univer-

SAUGATUCK
Allegan
The Zeeland Golden Agers are
now meeting in a new location. County sheriff’s officers qui
The group now gathers in the playing cowboy Friday and re- the University of Cincinnati.
He and his wife Sarah Lon
new Recreation Center on the turned to their normal duties.
have
a five month old daughFor two days deputieshave
corner of Cherry and Church
ter,
Sonna
Lee.
Sts.
been engaged in roundingup a
herd
of
more
than
60
uncooperaArea students who have been
named to the Ferris State tive cattle who crashed through Car Lands on Divider
GRAND HAVEN - Charles
dean’s list are Alvin J. Berg- a fence on the Hudson farm on
66th
Street,
and
roamed
over
Castle,
21, Spring Lake, reman, Allen J. Brummel, Richard De Jonge, La Vonne Grup- the busy Blue Star Highway, ceived head injuries at 6:34 a.m.
pen, Gerald W. Hungerink, formerly U.S. 31 and its en- today when his car went out of
Mary J. Vander Yacht, Beverly virons. With lasso and tranquil control on wet pavement on the
izer guns, and cowboy yells M-104 entrance ramp at the
Veldman and Lonnie G. Vis.
The Rotarianswill be touring they finally forced the herd into US-31 lift bridge and landed on
the Colonial Manufacturing a wooded area where they are the median divider, damaging
Company on Tuesday, May 13. being trucked away and back the undercarriageof the car.
He was released after treatZeeland Girl Scouts will enter to the farm.
ment in North Ottawa Coma float in the Tulip Time pa- Traffic was rerouted for
rades featuring the four levels lime Thursday before deputies munity Hospital. State police
of Scouting.
uting. Tba
The Senior Scouts veered them away from the charged him with driving too
road and into the wooded area. fast for conditions.
will be making the float.

Dan Roxbury

$15.

Kenneth

the speaker. Zeeland residents
are invited to attend.
David De Bruyn, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert De Bruyn, received his M. B. A. degree at
Harvard University.

will be the
School and Young People’s speaker at the Hostess Supper
group on Sunday at the North at the City Hall on Wednesday
to Brazil, spoke to the Sunday

Mayor Nelson Bosman hands
from Holland for the city of Corunna to

(Sentinelphoto)

Chris Meppelink is attending
Calvinette mother-daugh- American Airlines’Stewaress
50th Anniversary
ter banquet was held on Tues- College in Ft. Worth, Texas.
day evening at the North Street She will be attendingthe colMr. and Mrs. Simon WiegerChurch.
lege for six weeks prior to her
ink of Riverview Trailer Park,
A
combined meeting of the permanent assignment.Her adHamilton, will observe their
Men’s Society and the Ladies dress is, American Airlines
50th
anniversary
Societies was held on Wednes- Stewardess Coll., P. O. Box
Thursday.
day at North Street. Dr. Van 2501, Class 69 • 14, Ft. Worth,
Their daughter and son-in- Elderen showed slides of the Texas 76125.

Couple

Services Slated

St.,

speeding $15; Egbert Bareman,
Jr., of 136 West 14th St., speed-

flowers. They will

Pictured(left to rgiht) are Doug Johnson alternate),Paulette Sherrell,Bill Topp and Sharyn Wennersten.

M. Steketee

Lansing,

and

participate in the national contest Dec. 7-11 in Indianapolis.

route 2, Zeeland,expired operator’s license, $5; Douglas S. For L.
Haan, route 3, squealing tires,
Funeral services for Leonard
$15; Juan Hernandez Jr., Grand
Rapids, assured clear distance, M. Steketee, 67, of 31 East 27th

$15; James Logan,

Debbie Mulder, 16-yeer-oldrider for the Van Wyke stables,
who saw that the message was delivered to a Pony Express
rider Saturday morning in connection with Corunna’scentennial anniversary. The Pony Express stunt involving some 500
riders is being staged by the Michigan State Police Posse
Association with riders starting from Saugatuck and Port
Huron heading for Corunna.Debbie is astride Stroller, a big
brown gelding owned by City Manager Herb Holt. The horse
is 17 hands tall compared with a usual height of 15 hands.

May

$20.

Linda L. Barlow, of 1615 Waukazoo Dr., speeding, $15; Louis
H. Herbert, Saugatuck, speedjft, of
ing, $15 Paul A. Groenevelt,
1166 Beach Dr., assured clear
distance, $15; Joseph O. Bares,
route 4, improper passing, $15.
Pedro Guerra, of 286 East 13th
St., expired operator’s license,
$5; David Geerlings, of 551 Howard Ave., right of way, $20;
Sena Meeuwsen, of 38 West
McKinley, Zeeland, right of way,

Tom Sneller left last week for
duty in the armed services.

Roger Overweg left for the for the Deaf is sponsoring a
military service last week.
meeting in the upstairs audito-

Wolters. of 483 Graafschap Rd.,

Jon William Ditmar of 504
Essenburg Dr., red light, $13;

official greetings

sheim, KonigstraBe. N 2.
Mrs. Bernard Veneklasen enHarold Popovich, who worked
tertained the Ladies Aid of with the Wycliffe Bible TransSecond Reformed Church at a lators in the Maxakali tribe in
Silver Tea at her home.
Eastern Brazil, will be the
A blood bank will be held on speaker at the May 6 meeting
June 4, at the Roosevelt Ele- of the Rotarians.
mentary School.
The Silent Bible Study Class

Jimmy Geary, of 112 East 14th
St., speeding, $20; Roger L.

noise, $15.

GREETING FOB CORUNNA —

hospital.

three.

ator’s license,$7.

Ronald W. Zuverink,of 12708
Felch St., speeding,$15; Rose
Mary Beelen, of 866 East 24th
St., speeding, $20; Rodney J.
Bosman, of 1321 West 32nd St.,
speeding, $15; Larry Savage,
of 176% East 14th St., squealing
tires, $10; Raymond M. Knoll,
of 651 West 48th St., excessive

Julius Vander Hill has returned to his home from the

chicken and hog production held at the Holland Fish nad
and showed films. Bill Keefe, Game Club from June 16
representative of the Ludington
through June 20. Day Camp
Rotary Club, also spoke briefly will be for all Brownies, Junto the Rotarians. He told the iors, Cadettes and is also open
group of the forthcomingDe- to non-Scouts and former
troit Conference.
Scouts. Senior Scouts and older
Fred Leaske, psychologist for Cadettes will be assisting the
the Ottawa Area Intermediate leaders with the archery, weavSchool District, was the guest ing and campcrafts.
speaker at the last meeting of
Mrs. Robert Walters left for
Mothers of Lap Babies at Sec- Germany last week. She will be
ond Reformed. Leaske spoke on joining her husband. Their dathe emotional development of dress will be Mr. and Mrs.
childrenages one through Robert Walters, 6728, Germer-

$40

$10.

The Sunday School Teacher’s
spring banquet was held on
Thursday, May 1 in the First
Christian Reformed Church.

Big Holland Hospital on Tuesday
Dutchman was the guest speak afternoon for surgery on Weder at the April 29 meeting of nesday.
the Rotary Club. He spoke on
Girl Scout Day Camp will be
Cris

tion, and judging fruits, vegetables

la

grandchild at the service.

Usvaldo Mares, 42, of 132
West 15th St., nonsupport,dis-

Gary L. Genzink, route 1, speeding, $15; CorneliusScharphorn,

The GLCA program, which

The Rev. William Kok conducted the evening service of
the First Christian Reformed
Church. Kok, a former pastor
of First Christian, also administered baptism to his great-

costs.

improper turn, $13; Sam Dykstra, of 78 West 33rd St., speeding, $15; Johnny C. Morales of
179 West 18th St., defective exhaust, $10; Arthur Kool, Hamilton, improper turn, $13.
Elbert Barrett,of 788 136th
Ave., interfering with through
traffic, $15; Andrew Hoogendorn Jr., 13495 Van Buren St.,
speeding, $27.50; Harold Dekker, of 273 West 12th St., red
light, $20; Chester L. Schurman,
of 68 Country Club Rd.. right of
way, $15; Sharlene G. Veneberg, route 2, assured clear distance, $15.
Donald J. Driesenga,of 6870
84th Ave., Zeeland, squealing
tires, $15; Peter H. Frans, of
688 Tennis Ave., stop sign, $15;

fairs.

Christian

School Circle invited area residents to attend their Salad
Luncheon on Wednesday, April
30 in the Faith Christian Church
basement.

possession,

James L. Robertson, route

sociate in German for the
1969-70 academic year was announced today by Dr. Morrette
Rider, dean for academic af-

Len Raterinkis a patient at
the Zeeland Hospital.

$33 and one year’s probation;
John Marquez Bueno, 35, of 63
West First St., felonious assault,
dismissed on payment of $20

missed on payment of

.

Larry Veldheer

•

Police Chief

Haven, minor in

Voss

Appointed to

the Haven ChristianReformed
Church.

Sewnil person* appeared in
Holland District Court earlier
this week on a variety of
charges.
Among them:
Hubert Goodman, 19, of 1202
West 32nd St., malicious destruction of property,$28 and
two years' probation; Larry
Allan Hansen, 17, and Kenneth
Gene Olsen, 17, both of Whitehall. unlawfully driving away
an auto, waived examination,
to appear in Circuit Court May
12. $1,500 bond not furnished;
Harry J. Burgess, 20, Byron
Center, simple larceny, $33.
Michael 0. Skaggs, 22, of 868
North 144th Ave., possession of
PAST PRESIDENT-Dr.Otto van der Velde
unregistered gun dating back to
Nov 8, 1968, $31.60; Harold (right) is pictured receiving e plaque as the
oldest living past president of the Holland RoChadwick, 19, Douglas,indecent
tary Club at a meeting Thursday which honexposure, two years' probation;
Willard G. Russell, 20, Grand

F.

HOLLAND
READY ROOFING
Phona 392-9051
125

HOWARD AVE

•

RESIDENTIAL

Brush, Spray, Airless
Spray ‘Painting and Hot

Lacquer Wood Finishing

PROMPT SERVICE
at iraafschap Rd.

V

Year* Experience

688

So. Shore Dr.

Ph. 392-8983

